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Abstract
At the interface between science and engineering, there is the ﬁeld of biomimicry: Innovations
inspired by the observation of natural, evolutionary optimized biological structures and
processes. To understand the challenges of biomimicry, the concept of “Molecular Tectonics”
is particularly useful. It describes how different self-assembling processes are spatially and
dynamically integrated to form successively more complex structures. This integration makes
it difﬁcult to isolate the underlying mechanisms, which are often on the scale of individual
molecules. Molecular biomimicry therefore critically depends on the observation of natural
systems at the molecular scale. Advances in scanning probe microscopy have enabled the
study of molecular self-assembly in unprecedented detail. However, many of these advances
critically depend on the use of Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions. To study natural systems
at the molecular scale, a transition from UHV towards solvated systems is required.
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis, small synthetic peptides are used as model system for molecular
self-assembly. The self-assembly of peptides at interfaces has been studied by systematically
varying the chemical structure and deposition method. By using ElectroSpray Ion Beam Depo-
sition (ES-IBD) as well as in situ drop casting, the self-assembly at the solid-vacuum interface
(UHV conditions) and at the solid-liquid interface was directly compared. This comprehensive
study on the effect of solvent, structure and deposition method on the assembly of peptides at
gas-solid and solid-liquid biointerfaces has shown that the same AcFA5K peptide can organize
into various structures, from β-sheets to tubular and globular assemblies, depending on their
local environment.
The study of molecular self-assembly was extended to 2D protein crystals. By using high-
speed and high-resolution and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), it was possible to resolve
both spatially and dynamically the mechanisms involved in S-layer self-assembly at the
solid-liquid interface, such as monomer adsorption, condensation into high-density clusters,
crystallization and ﬁnally conformational changes of existing S-layer crystals.
In the second part of this thesis, the integration of different self-assembling systems is explored
and their functional properties are investigated. It combines the concepts of self-assembly
and molecular tectonics. Self-assembled striped PS-b-PEO block copolymer (BCP) thin ﬁlm
substrates were used to conﬁne and align S-layer self-assembly, without affecting the internal
structure. Furthermore, the nucleation rate and S-layer growth was greatly enhanced on
PS-b-PEO substrates, compared to the pure PS or PEO constituents. The hierarchical use
of different self-assembling systems can be seen as a functional approach to the concept of
molecular tectonics.
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Abstract
The catalytic properties of S-layers regarding the formation of CaCO3 were studied. By studying
the catalytic properties of S-layers ex vivo, their role can be investigated independently from
the internal metabolism of their parent bacteria. Synchrotron based in situ X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy (XAS) and AFM are combined with continuous ﬂow conditions, demonstrating
that S-layers are able to stabilize amorphous forms of CaCO3 and catalyze the nucleation of
calcite at extremely low supersaturations.
Key words: Biomimicry, Self-assembly, Molecular tectonics, Solid-liquid interface, Peptides,
Block-copolymer thin ﬁlms, S-layers, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy (XAS), Electrospray-Ion Beam Deposition (ES-IBD).
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Résumé
À l’interface entre la science et l’ingénierie, on trouve le domaine du biomimétisme : des
innovations inspirées par l’observation de structures et processus biologiques optimisées
évolutives. Pour comprendre les récusations du biomimétisme, le concept de «Tectonique mo-
léculaire» est particulièrement utile. Il décrit comment différents processus d’auto-assemblage
sont intégrés spatialement et dynamiquement pour former des structures successivement plus
complexes. Cette intégration rend difﬁcile l’isolation des mécanismes sous-jacents, souvent à
l’échelle des molécules individuelles. Le biomimétisme moléculaire dépend donc de manière
critique de l’observation des systèmes naturels à l’échelle moléculaire. Les progrès de la mi-
croscopie à sonde à balayage ont permis d’étudier l’auto-assemblage moléculaire dans des
détails sans précédent. Cependant, beaucoup de ces progrès dépendent de manière critique
de l’utilisation des conditions de vide ultra élevé (UHV). Pour étudier les systèmes naturels à
l’échelle moléculaire, une transition de l’UHV vers des systèmes solvatés est nécessaire.
Dans la première partie de cette thèse, de petits peptides synthétiques sont utilisés comme
système modèle pour l’auto-assemblage moléculaire. L’auto-assemblage des peptides aux
interfaces a été étudié en faisant varier systématiquement la structure chimique et la méthode
de dépôt. En utilisant “l’ElectroSpray Ion Beam Deposition” (ES-IBD) ainsi que “drop casting”
in situ, l’auto-assemblage à l’interface solide-vide (conditions UHV) et à l’interface solide-
liquide a été directement comparé. Cette étude sur l’effet du solvant, de la structure et de la
méthode de dépôt sur l’assemblage de peptides aux bio-interfaces gaz-solide et solide-liquide
a montré que le même peptide AcFA5K peut s’organiser en diverses structures, des feuillets
bêta aux assemblages tubulaires et globulaires, en fonction de leur environnement local.
L’étude de l’auto-assemblage moléculaire a été étendue aux cristaux de protéines 2D : En
utilisant la microscopie à force atomique (AFM) haute vitesse et haute résolution, il s’est
avéré possible de résoudre spatialement et dynamiquement les mécanismes impliqués dans
l’auto-assemblage de “S-layers” à l’interface solide-liquide tel que : l’adsorption des mono-
mères, la condensation dans grappes de haute densité, cristallisation et enﬁn changements de
conformation de cristaux de S-layer existants.
Dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse, l’intégration de différents systèmes d’auto-assemblage
est explorée et leurs propriétés fonctionnelles sont étudiées. Il combine les concepts d’auto-
assemblage et de tectoniquemoléculaire. Des substrats en ﬁlmmince de copolymère séquence
PS-b-PEO auto-assemblé et rayé ont été utilisés pour conﬁner et aligner l’auto-assemblage
de S-layer, sans affecter la structure interne. De plus, la vitesse de nucléation et la croissance
de la S-layer étaient grandement améliorées sur les substrats de PS-b-PEO, comparativement
iv
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aux constituants purs de PS ou de PEO. L’utilisation hiérarchique de différents systèmes
d’auto-assemblage peut être considérée comme une approche fonctionnelle du concept de la
tectonique moléculaire.
Les propriétés catalytiques des S-layers concernant la formation de CaCO3 ont été étudiées.
En effet, étude des propriétés catalytiques des S-layers ex vivo et leur rôle, peut être étudié
indépendamment du métabolisme interne de leurs bactéries parentes. La spectroscopie
d’absorption de rayons X (XAS), in situ et basée sur le synchrotron, et l’AFM sont combinées
avec des conditions d’écoulement continu. Ceci a démontré la formation de CaCO3 aux
sursaturations naturelles. Les S-layers sont capables de stabiliser les formes amorphes de
CaCO3 et de catalyser la nucléation de la calcite à des sursaturations extrêmement faibles.
Mots-clés: Biomimétisme, Auto-assemblage, Tectonique moléculaire, Interface solide-liquide,
Peptides, Couches minces de copolymères séquencés, S-layers, Microscopie à force atomique
(AFM), Spectroscopie par absorption de rayons X (XAS), Dépôt par électronébulisation (ES-
IBD).
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Zusammenfassung
An der Schnittstelle zwischen Wissenschaft und Technik gibt es das Gebiet der Biomimikry :
Innovationen, die von der Beobachtung natürlicher, evolutionär optimierter biologischer
Strukturen und Prozesse inspiriert sind. Um die Herausforderungen der Biomimikry zu vers-
tehen, ist das Konzept der "Molekulare Tektonik" besonders nützlich. Es beschreibt, wie
verschiedene Selbstorganisationsprozesse räumlich und dynamisch integriert werden, um
sukzessive komplexere Strukturen zu bilden. Diese Integration macht es schwierig, die zugrun-
deliegenden Mechanismen zu isolieren, die oft auf der Skala einzelner Moleküle liegen. Die
molekulare Biomimikry hängt daher entscheidend von der Beobachtung natürlicher Systeme
auf molekularer Ebene ab. Fortschritte in der Rastersondenmikroskopie haben die Untersu-
chung der molekularen Selbstorganisation in noch nie dagewesenem Detail ermöglicht. Viele
dieser Fortschritte hängen jedoch entscheidend von der Verwendung von Ultrahochvakuum
(UHV) -Bedingungen ab. Um natürliche Systeme auf molekularer Ebene zu studieren, ist ein
Übergang von UHV zu solvatisierten Systemen erforderlich.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit werden kleine synthetische Peptide als Modellsystem für die mole-
kulare Selbstorganisation verwendet. Die Selbstorganisation von Peptiden an Grenzﬂächen
wurde untersucht, indem die chemische Struktur und die Abscheidungsmethode systematisch
variiert wurden. Durch die Verwendung der Electrospray-Ionenstrahl Deposition (ES-IBD)
sowie des in situ “drop casting” wurde die Selbstorganisation an der Fest-Vakuum-Grenzﬂäche
(UHV-Bedingungen) und an der Fest-Flüssig-Grenzﬂäche direkt verglichen. Diese umfassende
Studie über die Wirkung von Lösungsmittel, Struktur und Abscheidungsmethode auf die
Anordnung von Peptiden an Gas-Feststoff- und Fest-Flüssig-Biointerfaces hat gezeigt, dass
sich das gleiche AcFA5K-Peptid in verschiedenen Strukturen organisieren kann, vonβ-Faltblatt
zu röhrenförmigen und globulären Ansammlungen, abhängig von ihrer lokalen Umgebung.
Die Untersuchung der molekularen Selbstorganisation wurde auf 2D-Proteinkristalle erweitert.
Durch die Verwendung von Hochgeschwindigkeits- und Hochauﬂösungs- Rasterkraftmikros-
kopie (AFM) war es möglich die S-layer Selbstorganisation an der Fest-Flüssig-Grenzﬂäche
beteiligten Mechanismen räumlich und dynamisch aufzulösen, wie beispielsweise Mono-
meradsorption, Kondensation in Cluster mit hoher Dichte, Kristallisation und schließlich
Konformationsänderungen vorhandener S-layer Kristalle.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Integration verschiedener selbstorganisierender Systeme
untersucht und deren funktionelle Eigenschaften untersucht. Es kombiniert die Konzepte
der Selbstorganisation und der molekularen Tektonik. Selbstorganisierte gestreifte PS-b-PEO
Blockcopolymer (BCP) -Dünnﬁlmsubstrate wurden verwendet, um die Selbstorganisation der
vi
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S-layers einzuschränken und auszurichten, ohne die innere Struktur zu beeinﬂussen. Darüber
hinaus war die Keimbildungsrate und das Wachstum der S-layers auf PS-b-PEO Substraten im
Vergleich zu den reinen PS- oder PEO-Bestandteilen stark erhöht. Die hierarchische Verwen-
dung verschiedener selbstassemblierender Systeme kann als ein funktionaler Ansatz für das
Konzept der molekularen Tektonik gesehen werden.
Die katalytischen Eigenschaften von S-layers bezüglich der Bildung von CaCO3 wurden un-
tersucht. Durch Untersuchung der katalytischen Eigenschaften von S-layers ex vivo kann
ihre Rolle unabhängig vom internen Metabolismus ihrer Elternbakterien untersucht werden.
Synchrotron-basierte in situ Röntgenabsorptionsspektroskopie (XAS) und AFM werden mit
kontinuierlichen Strömungsbedingungen kombiniert. Dies zeigte die Bildung von CaCO3 bei
natürlich vorkommenden Übersättigungen. S-layers sind in der Lage, amorphe Formen von
CaCO3 zu stabilisieren und die Keimbildung von Calcit bei extrem niedrigen Übersättigungen
zu katalysieren.
Stichwörter :Biomimikry, Selbstorganisation,Molekulare Tektonik, Fest-Flüssig-Grenzﬂächen,
Peptides, Block-Copolymerthinﬁlme, S-layers, Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM), Röntgenabsorp-
tionsspektroskopie (XAS), Electrospray-Ionenstrahl Deposition (ES-IBD).
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Introduction
The intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the
structure and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation
and experiment. – The New Oxford Dictionary of English.
This thesis starts with a general and arguably one of the most complete deﬁnitions of the
practice of science. Interesting to note is that this deﬁnition implies that all knowledge that
can be known scientiﬁcally is already present in the natural world, and only out of reach due
to our inability to properly observe it. An argument can thus be made that the progress of
science is primarily driven by the invention of new methods to observe the world around us.
This is nicely exempliﬁed by the creation of glass lenses that started the scientiﬁc disciplines of
microscopy[1] and astronomy, or the more recent invention of scanning probe techniques[2,3]
that enabled the observation of individual atoms on a regular basis.
Where science is focused on the collection of knowledge, engineering is primarily driven
by the application of this knowledge to the creation of functional systems. In line with the
scientiﬁc tradition of knowledge-through-observation, at the interface between these two
disciplines there exists the ﬁeld of biomimicry: Innovations inspired by the observation of
natural, evolutionary optimized biological structures and processes[4–10].
To understand the relevancy of biomimicry, it is important to realize that we are not the ﬁrst
to tackle design challenges through the appropriate use of the laws of chemistry and physics.
In fact, the process of evolution has been optimizing living structures and processes in this
manner for billions of years, compared to a mere few centuries for humanity.
Factors that contribute to the interest in evolutionary optimized systems are, for example, the
search for and implementation of readily available energy sources, like the natural process
of photosynthesis. Other interesting concepts are the modular approach to the structure of
living systems that enables easy scalability with a limited number of unique components, the
dynamic optimization that enables efﬁcient functionality in highly diverse environments, the
continued operation in the presence of defects and, last but not least, the self-organization
and self-assembly that enables structural organization through a bottom-up approach[7,11].
Unsurprisingly, the ﬁeld of biomimicry has seen an explosive growth in the last few decades[8].
Although natural systems and materials are often superior to their synthetic counterparts, the
potential of the underlying design principles is not always reached in the natural world. This
is not surprising, considering that natural systems have been optimized under conditions
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that might not be compatible with useful technological applications. In certain systems it
is therefore both feasible and desired to modify natural systems in order to increase their
efﬁciency regarding technological applications. For example, efforts are made to develop
more efﬁcient synthetic counterparts to natural metalloenzymes[12].
To understand what distinguishes these natural evolutionary optimized systems from artiﬁ-
cially designed systems, the concept of “Molecular Tectonics” is particularly useful. Molecular
tectonics describes the spatial and dynamic integration of hierarchical, often self-assembling
or self-organizing, structures and processes[5,13]. An analogy often used to clarify the impor-
tance of this concept is the construction of a house. Houses are build using a strict hierarchical
approach, where each step depends strongly on the previous one. The building site is de-
ﬁned ﬁrst (pre-organization), after which the foundations are laid within the building site
(templating), and ﬁnally, the house is build following this predeﬁned plan (assembly). Such a
hierarchical organization of separate but interdependent processes is a central concept in evo-
lutionary optimized systems and is closely related to the previously mentioned modularity and
self-organization or self-assembly that is often observed in nature. The spatial and dynamic
interdependence of such structures and processes makes it challenging to identify and isolate
the underlying mechanisms, which are often on the scale of individual molecules. However, re-
cent advances in molecular imaging techniques, in particular in situ Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM)[3] and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)[2], make it possible to follow individual
biological molecules during assembly and thus, unravel the underlying mechanisms[14–17].
Bottom-up fabrication through self-assembly
Top-down and bottom-up are two basic approaches
Figure 1 – Top-down vs Bottom-up.
(Source: The Far Side series by Gary
Larson)
to fabrication, both at the macro and the nanoscale.
In a top-down approach, large pieces of material are
reduced to obtain the desired pattern. In contrast,
following a bottom-up approach means the desired
pattern is instead composed of small building blocks.
Most macroscopic fabrication techniques involve top-
down techniques that remove material using external
forces, similar to how a chisel is used in wood carv-
ing. Modern tools such as Electron Beam Lithography
(EBL) have pushed the limits of top-down fabrication
to reach a precision of tens of nanometers[18]. How-
ever, there are several problems related to top-down
fabrication. First, it becomes increasingly difﬁcult
when the precision required is on the order of indi-
vidual molecules. And second, top-down fabrication
is fundamentally limited because templates can only
be created one at a time, limiting the ability to create large-scale patterns.
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In contrast, a bottom-up approach to fabrication depends only on the forces that control the
assembly of individual building blocks. In the special case where building blocks are designed
such that these forces are inherent to the blocks themselves and do not require any external
input, self-assembly will occur[11,19]. In this case, the speed of fabrication is only limited by
the availability and interaction kinetics of the individual building blocks.
At the nanoscale, the use of bottom-up fabrication through self-assembly is ubiquitous in
natural systems and structures, ranging from the creation of complex enzymes from individual
amino acids to the formation of membranes and lipid bilayers. A biomimetic approach to
nanofabrication requires a deep understanding of the underlying forces and mechanisms that
control the individual atoms or molecules. The secret to nanoscale fabrication is therefore the
manipulation of molecular systems in order to control the intermolecular forces that in turn
govern the assembly.
There are as many methods to control the self-assembly of molecules as there are forces
acting on such molecules. One can roughly distinguish two approaches to controlling the
self-assembly of individual molecules. The forces between molecules and their surroundings
can be manipulated by controlling the local environment, something which is typically much
easier than controlling the molecules directly. Alternatively, the forces between molecules can
be manipulated by imposing changes directly to the molecular structure. Following, there
are several examples of practical methods that are used to inﬂuence the self-assembly of
molecules.
The assembly of molecules in solution often depends on the concentration. Consequently,
a controlled evaporation of a solvent containing non-volatile molecules can inﬂuence the
self-assembly of such molecules into ordered structures[20].
By changing the medium in which molecules interact, one can induce different inter and
intramolecular forces, and in this way drastically change the structure and self-assembly
behavior for the same molecule. As an example, in vacuum, the forces acting on peptides
are dominated by hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces[21,22]. However, in solution, the
protonation or deprotonation of speciﬁc functional groups can change the self-assembly
process completely[23].
Self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface can be changed by manipulating the interactions
between substrate and molecule. This can be done statically by changing the chemical or phys-
ical properties of the substrate in order to induce or inhibit adsorption of speciﬁc molecules. It
is also possible to dynamically change the substrate-molecule interaction forces by changing
the polarization of the substrate in situ[24].
Finally, self-assembly can be inﬂuenced by changing the molecules themselves. Either by co-
valently linking together two independent molecules, or by removing from or adding speciﬁc
parts to an existing molecule. The formation of block copolymers (BCPs) is a well estab-
lished process that involves covalently linking two chemically different polymer blocks at the
nanoscale. Under the right conditions, the different chemical properties contained within
each molecule will induce self-separation of each block into well-deﬁned domains at the
nanoscale[25]. This principle of self-separation of two covalently linked blocks is not limited
to polymers. It is possible to combine the tunability of polymers with the functionality of
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proteins. Self-separation at the nanoscale then drives the organization of such molecules into
patterns similar to the BCP system[26,27].
Changing the self-assembly properties ofmolecules through the removal or addition of speciﬁc
parts is a more subtle approach that implies an understanding of the forces governing molecu-
lar interactions at the level of speciﬁc functional groups within these molecules. The modular
nature of peptides and proteins means that the structure depends directly on the amino-acid
sequence. This makes them especially suited for molecular manipulation. A change in the
amino acid sequence will result in a different tertiary three-dimensional structure, and thus
inﬂuence the self-assembly properties of the system.
One of the most interesting features of self-assembled structures is the fact that their proper-
ties can go beyond those of the individual building blocks. Such emergent properties arise
from the precise intramolecular structure and have been found in a variety of systems.
For example, patterned polystyrene-block-poly(methyl metacrylate)(PS-b-PMMA) BCP thin
ﬁlms create a chemically heterogeneous interface between PS and PMMA, which in turn
induces an increased protein adhesion compared to either PS or PMMA alone[28,29]. Also, the
immobilization of catalytic enzymes through fusion with a self-assembling protein can extend
its lifetime signiﬁcantly, without loss of activity[30].
Arguably the most studied topic related to emergent properties of organized structures is the
interaction between organic and inorganic molecules during biomineralization[31–33]. Natural
systems have been shown to exhibit exceptional control over the mineralization process, such
as polymorph selective crystallization[34,35], control over the crystal orientation[33,36], as well
as spatially controlled dynamics of the mineralization process[37–39]. All this is achieved using
basic building blocks composed of readily available elements that, on their own, do not have
special properties regarding mineralization.
A thorough understanding of how such emerging properties can inﬂuence mineralization
would be of great interest for research areas such as the development of novel compos-
ite materials[40,41] or the sequestration and storage of atmospheric CO2 into carbonate
minerals[42,43].
As detailed above, the true strength of evolutionary optimized structures and systems lies with
the seamless integration of different self-assemblymechanisms, i.e. molecular tectonics[5,13,44].
Accordingly, a biomimetic approach to bottom-up fabrication would beneﬁt from a similar
hierarchical use of self-assembly systems[45]. Integral to this methodology is the development
and understanding of relatively simple self-assembly model systems and how such systems
can be successfully integrated to create successively more complex structures.
Model systems to study molecular self-assembly
In this thesis, several model systems to study self-assembly in situ at the nanoscale have
been investigated. These are the previously mentioned BCP thin ﬁlms, modular peptides and
Bacterial Surface Layers (S-layers), as shown in Figure 2.
One of the most versatile systems that can be used to study fundamental properties of self-
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tuned structures with long-range nanoscale order[48,81–83]. The phase separations is driven
by a strong unfavorable mixing enthalpy in combination with only a small entropic penalty
due to mixing. The covalent link between the two blocks prevents complete macroscopic
separation. When the speciﬁc parameters that drive this process are understood, a relatively
simple preparation protocol is sufﬁcient to create high-quality and complex structures. For
example, a simple spin coating with subsequent solvent annealing of BCP thin ﬁlms composed
of hydrophobic polystyrene and hydrophilic poly(ethylene-oxide) (PS-b-PEO) gives rise to
chemically heterogeneous substrates. The precise nanoscale features of these BCP thin ﬁlms
depend on the mass-ratio between and molecular weight of each block[84,85].
The high level of precision and versatility has lead to the use of BCP structures as templates for
nanoscale structured inorganic materials[86], immobilization matrices for nanoparticles[87,88]
and proteins[89,90] as well as in more applied research areas such as drug delivery[91] or fuel cell
development[92]. In this thesis, BCP substrates are primarily used as nanopatterned substrate
to guide protein assemblies.
Structure of this thesis
In this thesis, 2D self-assembly of biological molecules at the solid-liquid interface has been
investigated using the model systems introduced above.
The ﬁrst chapter: Fundamentals introduces the various experimental techniques, such as
AFM, X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and Electrospray Ion Beam Deposition (ES-IBD)
that have been used throughout this thesis.
The following chapters have been arranged in a hierarchical order, where chapter 2: Self-
assembly of small peptides at the solid-liquid and solid-vacuum interface is the most funda-
mental. It explores the underlying rules that govern self-assembly by using various small
alanine based peptides. The self-assembly at solid-liquid and solid-vacuum interfaces was
imaged using high resolution AFM techniques. It has been investigated how peptide self-
assembly was affected by external factors such as medium and substrate as well as internal
factors such as the amino acid sequence or protonation state of the functional groups within
the peptides. Furthermore, the formation of metal-peptide complexes at the solid-liquid
interface has been investigated.
The self-assembly of the more complex S-layer system is presented in detail in chapter 3:
Bacterial surface layers. In situ AFM was used to determine the inﬂuence of the substrate
on the self-assembly and continuous ﬂow measurements were used to study in detail the
dynamics of the different aspects of S-layer self-assembly at the mica-liquid interface.
Following this, the self-assembly of S-layers on patterned BCP thin ﬁlms is detailed in chapter
4: In situ dynamics of protein self-assembly on block copolymer thin ﬁlms. Here, the focus is on
the hierarchical integration of different self-assembly systems to allow for greater control over
the composite system and achieve novel functionality.
Chapter 5: In situ dynamics of protein self-assembly on block copolymer thin ﬁlms looks at
properties of self-assembled systems that originate from the precise arrangement of functional
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groups, i.e. emergent properties. It has been suggested that crystalline S-layers have catalytic
properties with regards to the formation of CaCO3 . This is explored in depth by following the
nucleation and growth of CaCO3 with a variety of surface science techniques, that allow for in
situ observation of CaCO3 formation at naturally occurring supersaturations.
The ﬁnal chapter concludes this thesis and combines the previous chapters in a short sum-
mary. It details the main conclusions presented in this thesis. Namely, that it is possible
to control the self-assembly of small AcFA5K peptides by precisely tuning the experimental
conditions. How fast-scan and high resolution AFM in combination with continuous ﬂow in
situ conditions enables the imaging of the various stages of S-layer self-assembly in a single
experiment. That by hierarchically integrating different self-assembly systems, it is possible
to achieve unprecedented control over protein crystallization and bottom-up fabrication
of nanoscale structures. And ﬁnally, how the combination of in situ continuous ﬂow AFM
and synchrotron based spectroscopies made it possible to show that bacterial surface layers
exhibit catalytic properties with respect to the formation of CaCO3.
7
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The experimental work in this thesis has been performed using several state-of-the-art ex-
perimental techniques. This is the ﬁrst PhD thesis that uses the FastScan AFM system in
combination with in situ ﬂow cells for both AFM and XAS. As such, the fundamentals and
experimental details of these techniques are covered extensively and in detail. Apart from
containing a thorough description of the experimental techniques in this thesis, this chapter
will function as reference material for future studies in our laboratory that use the equipment
installed during this PhD work.
1.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Imaging materials at the atomic level on a regular basis remained elusive until the invention of
the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) by Binnig, Rohrer and Weibel[2]. Even though STM
provides exceptional spatial resolution, it has limitations that are inherent to this technique.
For example, STM requires that the sample is electrically conductive so that a tunneling
current can ﬂow between a tip and surface.
In the early days of the STM, it was noticed that at the tip-sample distances achieved during
regular STM operation, there were signiﬁcant forces acting between tip and sample. This
principle was later developed into the ﬁrst working example of an Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) that used these tip-sample forces, instead of an electrical tunneling current, to detect the
surface topography at the atomic level[3]. Because no electrical conductivity is required during
AFM operation, virtually any ﬂat and solid sample can be imaged. This makes it possible to use
AFM robustly under ambient atmospheric conditions and even at the solid-liquid interface.
1.1.1 Fundamentals of AFM
An AFM works by detecting the very small tip-surface forces that arise when a nanoscopic tip
comes in very close proximity to a surface. The detection of this force, or properties derived
from this force, can then be used as input for a feedback mechanism that is designed to keep
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Figure 1.1 – Whereas the STM tunneling current is always positive, the interaction forces
between AFM tip and sample can be attractive or repulsive, depending on tip-sample distance.
Modiﬁed from reference [16].
the tip-surface distance constant. By recording the vertical movement that is required to keep
the tip-surface distance constant, the surface morphology can be obtained. The fundamentals
of the various aspects of AFM operation are described in more detail in the next paragraphs.
Interaction Forces
The main working principle of an Atomic Force Microscope relies on the interaction forces
between a nanoscopic needle and the surface of a sample. This includes contributions from
several sources.
Chemical forces are typically described by the Morse Potential, as shown in Equation 1.1, and
have interaction distances of several angstrom. Depending on the tip-sample separation, the
interaction force is either repulsive due to Pauli-repulsion, or attractive due to interaction of
electron orbitals[16].
Vmor se =−Ebond
(
2e−κ(z−σ)−e−2κ(z−σ)) (1.1)
With Vmor se the chemical potential, Ebond the bond-energy, σ the equilibrium distance and κ
the decay length[16,93].
Van der Waals forces are caused by the ﬂuctations in the electric dipole moment of atoms.
Their polarization with respect to one another causes an attractive force that has a 1/z6
dependence on distance. Due to the additive nature of these atom-atom interaction forces,
the total van der Waals force depends on the geometry of the two interacting bodies. The
potential in Equation 1.2 gives the Van der Waals potential in the case of a spherical tip in
proximity to a ﬂat plane, this results in a force that has a 1/z2 dependence on distance. In the
case for a pyramidal or conical shaped tip, this reduces to a 1/z dependence. The relatively
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weak dependence on distance makes interaction distances of up to 100nm possible[16,93].
Vvdw =−
AHR
6z
(1.2)
With Vvdw the van der Waals potential, AH the Hamaker constant, R the radius of curvature of
the tip and z the tip-sample distance[16,93].
Electrostatic forces can be present when both tip and sample are conductive and have a non-
zero potential difference. For very small distances the electrostatic force has a 1/z dependence,
similar to the van der Waals force. However, in contrast to the additive nature of the van der
Waals force, in the case of ionic crystals, the individual contributions of the electrostatic force
cancel out at longer distances due to the fact that adjacent atoms have opposite charge[16].
A graphical representation of the different forces acting on the AFM tip and the tunneling
current between the STM tip and the sample, is shown in Figure 1.1[16].
Force Detection
In order to detect the small tip-surface interaction forces, the detector must combine insensi-
tivity to lateral forces with high sensitivity to normal forces. These requirements are fulﬁlled
by using a cantilever where the thickness t is much smaller than the width w or length L. Such
a cantilever behaves like a spring, with spring constant k given by Equation 1.3. The bending
of the cantilever is thus directly proportional to the tip-surface interaction force[3,94].
F = k ·d , k = Y wt
3
4L3
(1.3)
With F the tip-surface interaction force, k the spring force and d the amplitude of the cantilever
bending. Y is the Young’s modulus of the material and w , t and L are the width, thickness and
length of the cantilever, respectively.
In order to follow the topography of the sample, the cantilever bending is registered by mea-
suring the angle with which a laser is reﬂected off its reﬂective backside, as schematically
shown in Figure 1.2. This signal is then processed and used as feedback signal to maintain a
constant tip-sample interaction force. Assuming that the force-proﬁle, as shown in Figure 1.1,
is constant over the entire sample surface, the constant-force image is directly proportional to
the topography of the sample.
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1.1.2 AFM Measurement Modes
The fundamentals of the AFM, as detailed in the previous section, allow for a variety of
measurement modes with different feedback systems. Each measurement mode has speciﬁc
beneﬁts and problems, which will brieﬂy be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Contact Mode
Contact Mode (CM-AFM) is by far the most simple measurement mode. First, the tip is
brought in contact with the sample, i.e. in the repulsive regime of Figure 1.1. After this, the
tip-sample interaction force is kept constant while the cantilever is moved in a line-by-line
pattern over the sample surface. To prevent damage to the sample surface, the stiffness of the
cantilever should be less than the inter-atomic spring constants of the atoms in the sample,
which typically means k ≤ 10Nm−1. For biological samples the allowed force is even lower at
k ≤ 0.1Nm−1.
The constant interaction between tip and sample results in a shear force, and thus relative
quick wear and blunting of the tip. In practice, it is challenging to use this mode on fragile or
soft samples without severely affecting the sample.
Dynamic Mode
In contrast to CM-AFM, Dynamic Mode AFM (DM-AFM) deliberately oscillates the cantilever
so that the cantilever and tip can be viewed as a simple spring-mass system with a resonance
frequency f0 ∼
√
k
m . The tip is brought in close proximity to – but not in contact with – the
sample surface, i.e. in the attractive regime in Figure 1.1. The tip-sample interaction forces
then change the effective mass of the system, which shifts the resonance frequency of the
system. Non-conservative forces, i.e. energy dissipation, can lead to an independent drop in
oscillation amplitude and a phase shift with respect to the driving oscillation.
In Amplitude Modulated AFM (AM-AFM) the cantilever is oscillated close to the resonance
frequency. Upon interaction with the surface, the resonance frequency shifts and the driving
frequency is now further away from resonance, with a lower oscillation amplitude as a result.
AM-AFM works by interpreting the change in amplitude as a frequency shift and thus tip-
surface interaction force. By keeping the cantilever oscillation amplitude constant while the
cantilever is moved in a line-by-line pattern over the sample surface, the topography of the
sample is recorded. The phase-shift can be recorded simultaneously.
There are several problems inherent to AM-AFM. When non-conservative forces are present in
the tip-sample system, this is recorded in the phase signal. However the change in oscillation
amplitude due to the dissipation of energy is still interpreted by the feedback system as a
change in tip-sample interaction force. Therefore, in the presence of non-conservative forces
the amplitude change is no longer proportional to the tip-sample separation distance.
Furthermore, a sudden change in tip-surface separation can shift the interaction force from
the attractive regime to the repulsive regime, as shown in Figure 1.1. Where in the attractive
regime a decrease in separation results in a stronger attractive force, the opposite is true in
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the repulsive regime. Upon such a change in separation, the normally negative feedback loop
suddenly becomes a positive feedback loop. This results in large instabilities.
As AM-AFM uses the drop in amplitude to record a frequency shift, a sharp resonance peak in
the frequency spectrum is beneﬁcial, i.e. a high Q-factor. However, amplitude changes occur
at timescales τAM ≈ 2Q/ f0 with Q the quality factor of the cantilever. Therefore, high Q-factor
cantilevers behave rather slow, especially under vacuum conditions, where Q-factors typically
reach values of 100000 this becomes problematic[16].
To solve several of the problems associated with AM-AFM, Frequency Modulated AFM (FM-
AFM) was developed. In FM-AFM, the frequency shift is used as feedback signal to keep
the tip-sample force and thus distance constant. To do this, both the change in amplitude
and frequency are recorded and kept constant by using two independent feedback loops.
Conservative and non-conservative forces can now be separated and the frequency-shift
remains proportional to the tip-sample separation distance. Additionally, the frequency
change occurs at timescales τFM ≈ 1/ f0 and is now independent of the Q-factor[16].
Similar to AM-AFM, a sudden change in tip-sample separation can result in a shift from the
attractive to the repulsive regime, with severe instabilities as a result.
Under ambient conditions, almost any surface is typically covered in a few monolayers of
water molecules due to the non-zero humidity in the air. Typical tip-surface distances are
around 1nm and oscillation amplitudes are usually less than 5nm. Under these conditions,
there is only a small region in which the tip is both close enough to the surface to feel the
attractive forces, but far enough to prevent formation of a water meniscus between tip and
surface. Such a water meniscus would abruptly prevent the cantilever from oscillating[93,95].
Intermittent Contact Mode – Tapping Mode
CM-AFM has problems associated with the sheer force between tip and sample, which makes
it difﬁcult to image delicate samples that are sensitive to deformation by the tip-sample
interaction forces. DM-AFM has inherent instabilities related to the presence of both attractive
and repulsive regimes in the tip-surface force-distance curve, as shown in Figure 1.1. In
ambient conditions, the presence of surface liquid layers brings additional instabilities.
In order avoid these problems, intermittent contact mode or Tapping Mode AFM (TM-AFM)
was developed. The cantilever is driven at large amplitudes in close proximity to the sample
surface, such that the tip makes deliberate contact with the surface and is pulled away again
each oscillation cycle[95]. The interaction with the sample surface modiﬁes the observed
cantilever oscillation directly, which can thus be used as feedback signal tomaintain a constant
tip-sample separation distance. Similar to AM-AFM, both the topography and phase shift
relative to the driving oscillation can be recorded simultaneously.
Although TM-AFM is more suitable than CM-AFM for the imaging of fragile samples under
ambient conditions due to the lack of shear forces, the instantaneous normal forces can be
large enough to trigger deformation of the sample surface[96–98].
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method to overcome this, is by driving the cantilever at frequencies signiﬁcantly lower than the
resonance frequency, so that instantaneous changes in interaction forces result in immediate
deﬂection changes. As the full tip-sample interaction history can now be recorded, material
properties such as adhesion, deformation and stiffness are extracted.
PeakForceMapping AFM (PFM-AFM) is a technique that oscillates the cantilever at a frequency
of up to 8 kHz, i.e. well below resonance. For every oscillation cycle the complete force vs.
time signal can be extracted, which makes it possible to isolate the maximum instantaneous
force, or peak force – point C in Figure 1.3(i) – every time the tip interacts with the sample.
This high level of control over the tip-sample interaction force, enables imaging at constant
Peak Force, independent of adhesion forces that act on the tip[99].
Compared to TM-AFM, this method has an increased acquisition time due to low oscilla-
tion frequency, the large amount of data that is collected and the requirement of real time
processing. However, because the positive interaction forces can be controlled and multiple
physical properties of the sample can be recorded simultaneously, this imaging method has
clear beneﬁts over other AFM measurement modes.
In Situ AFM
Although high resolution imaging with AFM was reported as early as 1991[101], high resolution
imaging of soft organic materials and molecules remained elusive[14,95,102].
Most biological macro molecules are extremely soft, with Youngs Moduli in the range of
0.1MPa to 1MPa. This means that to image such molecules without deformation, tip-sample
interaction forces should be less than 0.1nN for tip radii of about 10nm. While such small
forces are readily achieved with soft cantilevers that can have spring constants as low as
0.01Nm−1, operating them under ambient conditions is difﬁcult.
In CM-AFM, the shear force easily surpasses the limit for deformation, and in TM-AFM, the
presence of surface liquid layers[93] requires tip-surface forces as much as tens of nN to prevent
adhesion[95,96].
By moving from ex situ imaging in air towards in situ imaging in liquid[102], adhesion forces
are reduced or even eliminated altogether. As tip and sample are both immersed in liquid, no
capillary bridge is formed and the attractive van der Waals forces are shielded[93].
This effectively eliminates the need for large TM-AFM amplitudes and stable TM-AFM can be
achieved with amplitudes as small as 1nm, whereas for PFM-AFM the amplitudes are only
slightly larger at 3nm to 10nm, depending on the remaining adhesion force. Stable PFM-AFM
with maximum tip-sample interaction forces of as little as 25pN are possible[99,103]. This is
impossible for ex situ imaging under ambient conditions.
1.1.3 Experimental Set-up
The general AFM set-up consists of a combination of an AFM and a continuous ﬂow system.
The whole construction is placed on a damping system that shields the setup from mechanical
vibrations that originate with the surroundings. The individual parts are shown in Figure 1.4
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low surface tension can be used in this set-up as well.
Continuous Flow Set-up
To achieve pulsation free continuous ﬂow within the liquid cell, as shown in Figure 1.2, two
neMESYS low pressure syringe pumps from Cetoni are each connected through an automatic
three-way valve system. The syringe pump is placed inside the acoustic box, next to the AFM,
as shown in Figure 1.4b.
The three-way switching valves are limited to 0.21bar in pressure, whereas the syringe pumps
are capable of generating pressures much higher than this. To prevent the valves from damage
due to excessive pressures, additional pressure relief valves are installed that limit the pressure
within the liquid ﬂow system to 0.21bar.
The AFM ﬂow cell has a volume of 60μl and the syringes each have a volume of 1ml. The
tubing between syringe and ﬂow cell inlet has a volume of 220μl and the total volume of both
inlets and common outlet has a volume of 1.1ml. Taking a minimum reservoir volume of
1ml, this means that in order to establish a continuous ﬂow through this system, a minimum
of 3.1ml of solution is required. If a single injection without subsequent ﬂow is all that is
required, a minimum of 300μl is sufﬁcient.
The presence of gas bubbles in the liquid ﬂow poses a signiﬁcant problem for in situ AFM
imaging. Special care is required in the case of aqueous solutions that form gasses such as CO2
formation from dissolved NaHCO3. This is solved by including a semi-permeable membrane
within the liquid ﬂow that is permeable to gas, but closed to liquid. In the system that is
described here, a passive bubble trap from Omniﬁt is installed.
A portable Jenco Model 6230 pH meter was connected in serial with the liquid ﬂow system.
This makes it possible to continuously read the pH of the liquid ﬂow.
1.1.4 AFM probes
Several factors are important in choosing the right AFM probe. Not only do the various AFM
imaging modes each have different requirements, also the imaging medium and sample
properties greatly inﬂuence the choice of probe.
The main problem in CM-AFM is the shear force of the tip over the surface. To minimize the
damage to the sample, it is important to use imaging probes with low spring constants. In
contrast, for TM-AFM the most important probe feature is the Q-factor, which is typically
higher for probes with high resonance frequencies and consequently higher spring constants.
This makes probes that are suitable for CM-AFM, such at the SNL-D, unsuitable for TM-AFM,
which needs high resonance frequencies such as the Tespa probes, see also Table 1.1.
The fact that the complete tip-sample interaction curve is recorded during PFM-AFM makes it
possible to use a larger range of AFM probes than with either CM-AFM or TM-AFM. The tip-
sample interaction can be controlled directly, largely independent from the spring force. The
only constraint on the resonance frequency is that it must be larger than 8kHz, which is the
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Table 1.1 – Speciﬁcations of AFM probes used in this work.
Probe Name, Spring Resonance Radius of
Manufacturer Imaging Mode Constant Frequency Curvature
(N/m) in Air (kHz) (nm)
FastScan-D, Bruker air/liq. – TM, PFM 0.25 200 5
ScanAsyst-Air, Bruker air – PFM 0.4 70 2
ScanAsyst-Fluid, Bruker liq. – PFM 0.7 150 20
PeakForce-HIRS-F-B, Bruker air/liq. – PFM 0.12 100 1
SNL-D, Bruker liq. – CM 0.06 18 2
Tespa, Bruker air – TM, PFM 42 320 8
typical oscillation frequency used by the Dimension FastScan AFM when used in PFM-AFM.
The FastScan-D probe from Bruker was experimentally found to be the most successful
AFM probe that has been used during this work. This probe offers high resolution imaging
conditions in either TM-AFM or PFM-AFM, both in situ and ex situ. The main reason for this
is likely the non-standard tip geometry and the extremely small size compared to typical AFM
probes. Where most AFM probes are either rectangular or triangular in shape, the FastScan-D
has a paddle-like geometry, which allows for the combination of a high resonance frequency
with a low spring force. The dimensions of the FastScan-D are with 4μm×16μm much smaller
than the more usual 25μm×115μm of the ScanAsyst-Air. Especially in viscous liquids this
greatly suppresses the creation of convection currents due to the cantilever oscillations.
In Table 1.1 an overview is given of the most successful AFM probes used in this work. For a
complete list, the reader is referred to Appendix D.
1.1.5 Software and Data Analysis
Typical imaging artifacts that occur during Fast Scan AFM operating procedures can easily be
removed by correctly processing the obtained images. However, a thorough understanding of
the underlying principles is required to avoid misinterpretation and over-processing of the
data[104].
The non-linearity of AFM piezos is usually compensated by correct and periodic calibration of
the AFM. However, at larger scan-sizes, deviations between the observed and actual sample
height are common. For example, the sample seems to have a bow-like curvature, while in
fact it is ﬂat. The most straight forward method of correcting such artifacts, is by ﬁtting and
subtracting to each image line a 2nd or 3rd order polynomial. This method works well for
relatively homogeneous samples, however, in the presence of distinct protrusions or holes
it can severely distort the AFM image. This can be ﬁxed by either manually selecting the
protrusions and holes and ﬁtting only the ﬂat parts of the surface, or by using an automated
algorithm such as ﬂattening plus, build into the WSxM software package[105,106].
Another general image artifact is the presence of a periodic pattern resulting from ambient
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vibrations that are not removed by the damping system. Such periodic patterns can be difﬁcult
to distinguish from periodic structures native to sample that is being measured. Two quick
methods can be used to identify periodic ambient noise patterns. By comparing AFM images
obtained by recording the trace and the retrace directions of the tip on the sample, one can
often see that periodic structures resulting from ambient noise are differently oriented in the
trace and retrace images. Alternatively, the scan speed can be changed. Periodic oscillations
originating outside the sample will have a different spatial periodicity, depending on the line
scan frequency. Patterns identiﬁed as noise can be ﬁltered out using a 2D-FFT transformation,
where periodic patterns show up as clearly identiﬁable points. Removing these points and
using a reverse 2D-FFT transformation effectively removes the noise pattern.
In this work, two different software packages are used to process the AFM images. WSxM ver-
sion 5.0 develop 7.0 by Nanotec Electronica is used for detailed analysis of individual images[105].
For batch processing of larger number of images, NanoScope Analysis software from Bruker is
used.
1.1.6 Workﬂow
In the following section, the experimental AFM workﬂow is described in detail. The hypotheti-
cal case of imaging the adsorption of molecules at a mica-liquid interface under continuous
ﬂow conditions is used to describe the different aspects of sample preparation and imaging.
Preparation
To prevent drift, the sample has to be immobilized with respect to the movement of the
scanning probe. During ex situ imaging, this often poses no problem. However, during in
situ imaging, the presence of the liquid ﬂow cell creates a mechanical connection between
sample and scan head. To allow for high-resolution in situ imaging, the sample has to be
thoroughly immobilized to a glass microscopy slide that ﬁts in the AFM sample holder. Usually
a two-component glue such as Araldite Rapid is used. Double sided tape is not sufﬁcient to
prevent movement of the sample at the nanoscale.
In the case of a mica sample, the top layer is removed using Scotch Magic tape. Simply applying
the tape to the mica top surface and then removing it, gives an atomically ﬂat and pristine
sample surface. The sample-glass slide combination is then placed inside the AFM sample
holder.
For in situ imaging, the liquid must be introduced to the liquid ﬂow system. Typically, clean
milliQ water with 18.2MΩ×cm is injected and bubbles are removed from the ﬂow system by
holding the syringes vertically, while vigorously ﬂowing the liquid through the system. Once
the bubbles are removed, the solution is exchanged for a different solution that contains the
molecules that are to be adsorbed at the mica-liquid interface.
This exchange of solution is less trivial in the case of a limited volume of imaging liquid. The
lateral movement of the syringes, in combination with a 200μl internal volume of the ﬂow
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system, requires a speciﬁc sequence of syringe movements to replace the internal volume
with as little solution as possible. For each syringe, a seven times repetition of 100μl injection
and withdrawal brings the internal concentration to more than 90% of the injection liquid,
with as little as 700μl solution used (1.4ml for both syringes). Fifteen repetitions are required
to reach 100%.
Starting the AFM experiment
A suitable choice of AFM probe must be loaded onto the scanning head of the AFM. In the
case of in situ imaging, the liquid ﬂow cell is placed on top of the scanning head and ﬁlled
with solution. Typically, 60μl is sufﬁcient to immerse the cantilever. The exit tube should be
closed to prevent the droplet from ﬂowing away.
Once in place, the scan head is attached to the main AFM system. Note that the liquid droplet
should remain in place during the 180° ﬂip that is required for attachment. The built-in
optical microscope is used to align the detection laser with the cantilever so that the total
reﬂection onto the photodiode detector is maximized, Figure 1.2. In the case of TM-AFM, the
cantilever must be oscillated close to the resonance frequency f0, which is found by recording
the oscillation amplitude as function of the driving frequency and selecting the maximum.
The probe is now ready to be brought in contact with the mica surface.
In close proximity to the sample, a capillary bridge will form between the hanging droplet in
the liquid ﬂow cell and the mica surface. At this point, it is often beneﬁcial to double check
the laser position and resonance frequency before making contact between the tip and the
mica surface.
Tuning of imaging parameters
Now that the tip is in contact with the sample surface, it is important to minimize the interac-
tion force as soon as possible. This is done by increasing the amplitude setpoint (TM-AFM) or
decreasing the peakforce (PFM-AFM).
The feedback of the AFM (Equation 1.4) is then optimized by increasing the integral gain as
much as possible, without introducing periodic patterns as a result of unstable feedback. The
proportional gain is then increased using the same principle.
Lastly, other parameters such as the oscillation amplitude are optimized. By decreasing
the amplitude, the tip-surface interaction time is increased. This is often beneﬁcial for the
resolution. However, in order to overcome adhesion, a minimum amplitude is required to
generate the force required to break away from the surface. Trial-and-error, in combination
with experience is used to arrive at an optimal value. As non-optimized parameters can result
in high tip-surface forces, it is important to check for sample damage once imaging conditions
are optimized by moving the tip to a new imaging area.
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1.2 Electrospray Ion Beam Deposition
Conventional vacuum deposition of molecules uses sublimation and condensation tech-
niques, such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)[107], as primary mechanism to transport
molecules through UHV from solid form to individually deposited molecules on a substrate.
Unfortunately, this technique is incompatible with larger molecules that become thermally
unstable before the sublimation temperature is reached.
Electrospray Ionization (ESI) is a technique that was originally developed to make larger
molecules available for mass spectroscopy[108] and was later adapted as ion source for surface
deposition[109]. Electrospray Ion Beam Deposition (ES-IBD) overcomes the problems asso-
ciated with thermal instability during MBE and allows for the deposition of large and fragile
molecules under highly controlled conditions[110,111].
1.2.1 Fundamentals of ES-IBD
To use ES-IBD, the molecules must be dissolved, usually at low or high pH to enhance ioniza-
tion. The solution is then pumped through a needle-like emitter at high voltage with respect
to the entrance of the ES-IBD system. The high voltage at the tip drives charge separation
within the liquid jet that emerges from the emitter. This deforms the jet into a sharply tipped
Taylor cone[112]. The sharp curvature of this cone, in turn, locally enhances the electric ﬁeld,
which drives the separation into micrometer sized highly charged droplets.
In each droplet, there is a balance between the surface tension of the droplet and coulomb
repulsion due to the charges contained within the droplet. When the solution evaporates, this
balance drives the break-up of these micrometer sized droplets into what eventually become
nanosized droplets or individual ionized molecules. The exact mechanism in which the nano-
sized droplets evaporate and leave individually charged molecules is still under debate and
several mechanisms have been proposed, depending on the nature of the molecules[113]. In
the case of small chain-like molecules such as peptides, both the Ion Evaporation Model (IEM)
and the Chain Ejection Model (CEM) are applicable.
1.2.2 Experimental set-up
Figure 1.5 shows the ES-IBD set-up that is used in this work. The apparatus is homebuilt
and is part of a combined ES-EBD and STM system[114]. ESI takes place under atmospheric
conditions, however, in order to deposit under high vacuum (HV) conditions, the ion beam is
directed through a series of differentially pumped chambers where the pressure is sequentially
decreased to reach 106 mbar. In order to maintain the pressure difference between chambers,
they are connected to one another only through a small pinhole. This requires that the ion
beam is steered and focused precisely, which is done by using an ion funnel in combination
with two quadrupoles. The second quadrupole is used as a bandpass ﬁlter to select speciﬁc
m/z ratios. Finally, soft landing of the ionized molecules is achieved by applying a speciﬁc
retarding voltage to the sample in order to decelerate the ions before impact.
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Figure 1.6 – Schematic representation of the two mechanisms through which the excited state
can decay. X-ray ﬂuorescence on the left, emission of electrons due to the Auger effect on the
right. The probability of both mechanisms is directly proportional to the absorption probabil-
ity of the x-ray photon (Figure 2.5 from Fundamentals of XAFS by Matthew Newville[115]).
1.3.1 Fundamentals of XAS
When photons are absorbed, a core-level electron is excited and the absorbing atom is left
with an unoccupied core energy-level. The probability of this depends on the difference in
energy between the energy levels of the core electrons and the energy of the incoming photons.
When the incoming photon energy surpasses the energy difference between a core electron
and an empty state in the same atom, the absorption probability rises sharply. This is called
an absorption edge.
In this work, the main absorption edge is the L-edge, which is deﬁned as the excitation of
the L electron shell. The L-edge is split between three different energy levels, LI , LII and LIII ,
respectively. Here LI corresponds to the excitation of a 2s electron. Upon excitation of a 2p
electron a 2p5 conﬁguration is created, which, due to spin-orbit coupling, is split in a low and
high energy state. The low energy state gives rise to the LIII edge and the high energy state to
the LII edge[116].
This excited state can then decay using one of two possible mechanisms, through x-ray
ﬂuorescence or through the Auger effect, as is shown graphically in Figure 1.6[115].
During x-ray ﬂuorescence, the hole in the core-level created by the absorption event is ﬁlled
by an electron from a higher energy level within the same atom. By moving to a lower level,
the electron is left with excess energy, which is emitted in the form of an x-ray photon. The
total number of x-ray ﬂuorescent photons is called the Total Fluorescence Yield (TFY).
During the Auger effect, the core-level hole is again ﬁlled by an electron from a higher energy
level within the same atom. However, unlike x-ray ﬂuorescence, the excess energy is now
transferred to yet another electron, which is subsequently emitted from the atom. The total
number of emitted electrons is called the Total Electron Yield (TEY).
While both TFY and TEY signals are directly proportional to the X-ray absorption probability,
they are not entirely interchangeable. Due to the fact that electrons have a much smaller
inelastic mean free path in most materials compared to photons, the Auger electrons have a
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higher surface sensitivity than the ﬂuorescent photons.
XAS can be divided into two parts. X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy (XANES) is
the part of the XAS spectrum within ∼50 eV of the absorption edge and is most sensitive
to the oxidation state and coordination chemistry of the absorbing atom. Extended X-ray
Absorption Fine-structure Spectroscopy (EXAFS) is the part beyond the XANES region and
is more sensitive to the distance, coordination number and species of the neighbors of the
absorbing atoms[117].
In this work, the XANES region is used to study noncrystalline as well as crystalline materials.
Depending on the experimental constraints, the samples can be solid, liquid or gaseous.
Crystal Field Peaks
As stated before, the x-ray absorption probability depends on the difference in energy between
the energy levels of the core electrons and the energy of the incoming photons. The presence
of neighboring atoms can slightly affect the energy levels of the absorbing atom. Because
of their non-spherical distribution, the d-orbitals are sensitive to the relative distribution of
neighboring atoms.
In amorphous materials, all atoms are arranged randomly and the atoms do not have a speciﬁc
orientation with respect to one another, i.e. all d-orbitals are affected equally. This is different
for crystalline materials, where both position and orientation of the atom is ﬁxed. In this case,
some d-orbitals will be affected differently from others, and consequently will have speciﬁc
energy levels that depend on the crystal structure of the solid. This is what is called crystal
ﬁeld splitting of the d-orbitals[118–120].
The LII and LIII edges can be affected by this effect because the split d-orbitals create extra
energy levels available for the excited 2p electrons. This then shows up in the absorption
spectrum as secondary peaks that precede the two main peaks at the LIII and LII edges.
1.3.2 Experimental set-up
Liquid ﬂow and static liquid experiments were exclusively performed at beamline 8.0.1,
whereas solid state experiments were performed at beamline 7.0.1 as well. Both beamlines
are located at the Advance Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL).
The spot size of both beamlines is several thousand μm2 (100μm×35μm) with photon inten-
sities of 1011 - 1015 photons per second. The experimental setup is such that the x-rays come
in at an angle with the sample surface so that the emitted ﬂuorescent photons are emitted at
an equal but opposite angle with respect to the normal.
The TFY signal is detected with a channeltron, which multiplies an incoming charge by means
of secondary electron emission. The inside of a small glass tube is coated with a semiconduct-
ing metallic oxide coating. When an electron strikes this surface with enough energy, it will
dislodge multiple secondary electrons. By applying a transverse electric ﬁeld, the electrons
will follow a zigzag pattern that results in an avalanche of outgoing electrons[121]. The same
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mediumbetween sample and detectormust have an exceptionally low attenuation for photons
in order to create a mean free path comparable to this distance. For regular solid samples, this
is readily achieved by placing the samples in UHV conditions. However, for liquid samples or
samples immersed in liquid, there is a strong attenuation of x-ray photons over these distances,
which will make direct detection within this liquid impossible. This can be overcome by
separating the liquid sample and detector by a medium with low attenuation.
In practice, this means that the liquid is physically separated from UHV conditions by a x-ray-
transparent solid membrane such as Si3N4[122–125]. The attenuation of photons with an energy
of 350 eV through a Si3N4 window is calculated using Equation 1.6 and graphically shown
in Figure 1.7a. At a thickness of 100nm, the Si3N4 membrane has a transmission of 60% for
photons with an energy of about 350 eV. The attenuation of x-rays within pure water is much
lower and several microns can be readily accessed.
P (x,E)= e−αx (1.6a)
α(E)= τ(E) ·ρ (1.6b)
τSi3N4 , 350eV = 1.48 ·104cm2/g
τH2O , 350eV = 3.01 ·103cm2/g
ρSi3N4 = 3.44 g/cm3
ρH2O = 1.00 g/cm3
With P the attenuation of the photon, E the photon energy, τ(E ) the total attenuation (cm2/g)
at energy E and ρ the density of the material.[126,127]
As the penetration depth of electrons in liquids is typically only a few nanometers[128,129],
compared to up to several microns for photons[126], only x-ray ﬂuorescence can be used to
record absorption spectra of liquid samples or samples immersed in liquid[122–125].
1.3.3 Software and Data Analysis
Once the TFY and TEY signals are recorded, speciﬁc software is used to analyze the data. A
dedicated IgorPro package was available and was designed to work with data obtained from
either beamline 7.0.1 or 8.0.1 at the ALS. The analysis of the x-ray data is based on several
physical principles that are discussed here.
Each available absorption edge gives rise to stepwise increase in the total absorption intensity.
Due to the degeneracy of the LII and LIII edges, the jump in background intensity is twice
as strong at the LIII edge compared to the LII edge. Furthermore, spectra can be affected by
charging or discharging of the sample surface, which would result in a continuously decreasing
or increasing background intensity.
Based on these physical properties of the LII and LIII edges, the ﬂat pre-edge and post-edge
regions of each spectrum are ﬁtted with a 3rd degree polynomial and two arctangent step-
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functions. The positions of the two arctangent functions are ﬁxed at the LII and LIII edges and
the step height at the LIII edge is set to double the height at the LII edge.
The observed XAS spectra can have an energy shift related to the imprecision of the slit
positioning. This shift can be corrected by collecting an XAS spectra of a known sample after
each new position of the grating. The peak position of this reference spectra can then be
related to its known literature value and the energy shift can be calculated. This energy shift is
then applied to all consecutive spectra.
It can be useful to relate the absorption to the quantity of the absorbing atoms within the
sample. It is therefore important to obtain both the intensity of the x-ray beam before absorp-
tion, and after absorption. This is typically done by dividing the absorption intensity, I , by the
intensity of the incoming beam, I0.
1.3.4 Workﬂow
For solid samples, the Si3N4 membrane is attached with double sided sticky copper tape
to a beamline-speciﬁc metal sample holder. The use of such sample holders is necessary
to be compatible with the manipulation tools that are used to transfer the samples in UHV
conditions from the load lock to themain XAS experimental chamber. The connection between
sample and sample holder must be conductive to prevent sample charging and to enable the
detection of the TEY signal.
For static liquid cells, Si3N4 membranes are placed inside the liquid cells that are shown in
Figure 1.7. First, a speciﬁc volume of liquid is placed inside the liquid cell, after which the Si3N4
membrane is placed on top. The cover plate is ﬁxed with four screws until a slight curving of
the window is observed. If the volume of liquid is slightly too small, there is an additional air
bubble trapped within the cell. If the volume is even a little bit too large, the membrane will
rupture when the cover plate is screwed in place. The liquid cell is then attached to a sample
holder using copper tape, similarly to the solid samples.
In the case of the continuous ﬂow cell, the procedure is slightly different. As the cell must
be connected to a liquid reservoir outside the UHV main chamber, the load lock cannot be
used. Instead, the main chamber is vented to atmospheric pressures to allow the placement of
the liquid ﬂow cell. Once in place, the pressure in the main chamber is brought back to UHV
conditions. Because the Si3N4 membrane is attached to the ﬂow cell using glue, the system is
prone to degassing when the pressure is lowered. This means it takes considerable time to
reach UHV conditions.
After the samples are placed inside the measurement chamber, the XAS spectra are recorded
by exposing the sample to the x-ray beam at an angle such that the reﬂected x-rays are directed
towards the channeltron.
The position of the entrance slit with respect to the monochromater is slowly adjusted so that
the sample is exposed to photons of varying energies. The intensity of the TFY and TEY signals
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is then recorded as function of incoming photon energy.
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2 Self-assembly of small peptides at
the solid-liquid and solid-vacuum
interface
Biointerfaces are ubiquitous in nature as well as in technological applications such as biosen-
sors and medical implants. Their structure and response to stimuli are ultimately determined
by intra- and intermolecular interactions at the nanoscale.
A biomimetic approach to bottom-up fabrication of biointerfaces requires a deep understand-
ing of the underlying forces that drive the interactions between individual molecules and
their surroundings. Their modular nature, in combination with established techniques for
synthesis, make peptides well suited to the study of self-assembly at the nanoscale.
The goal of this part of the thesis is to add to this understanding through a systematic study
of the self-assembly of peptides at various interfaces and in different environments. To elu-
cidate the inﬂuence of the substrate, solvent and internal structure of the peptide on the
self-assembly properties.
The main subject of this study is a small peptide composed of one phenylalanine, ﬁve alanine
and one lysine residue and with an acetylated N-terminus (Ac-Phe-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-Ala-Lys or
AcFA5K). This combination of amino acids results in a peptide with a distinct hydrophobic N-
terminus due to the phenylalanine residue and acetylation of the N-terminus. The C-terminus
is hydrophilic due to the lysine residue and the fact that it is uncapped. The short backbone is
composed of ﬁve alanine residues and is therefore hydrophobic. Due to its hydrophilic head
and hydrophobic backbone, the AcFA5K peptide is expected to have surfactant-like behavior.
The length of a fully extended AcFA5K peptide is about 25Å and an additional 8Å can be at-
tributed to the lysine residue that extends away from the backbone, as is graphically displayed
in Figure 2.1.
This particular peptide has been studied by Stearns et al.[22], where its conformation in the
gas phase was resolved. At low temperatures and in the gas phase, AcFA5K exists in four major
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the charge and internal structure of the peptide. Following observations of Stearns et al.,
the inﬂuence of the lysine residue on the self-assembly is investigated. AcFA5K is compared
with AcKFA5 and AcFA6, which either have the lysine residue at the N-terminus or lack lysine
completely. The thermal stability of the various self-assembled structures is analyzed in the
third section. In order to present a thorough analysis of the various structures that have been
presented throughout the ﬁrst three sections, the discussion of their internal conﬁguration
is postponed until the fourth section, where the structural aspects of the various assemblies
are compared and discussed. In the ﬁfth section, the inﬂuence of metal ions on the self-
assembly of AcFA5K is investigated, with the aim of forming stable metal-peptide complexes
at the solid-liquid interface. Such complexes have gathered interest as model structures for
metalloproteins, which are often the most efﬁcient and selective catalysts available[130][131].
The ﬁnal section contains the conclusions of this work and the implications for the ﬁeld of
peptide self-assembly in general.
2.1 External factors: The substrate and surrounding medium
External factors such as the substrate and the surrounding medium can have a profound
effect on the self-assembly of peptides. For example, the surrounding medium can inﬂuence
the self-assembly behavior of peptide through protonation or deprotonation reactions. For
the previously introduced AcFA5K peptide, the carboxyl group at the C-terminus can be
deprotonated and thus become negatively charged, whereas the amine group at the end of
the lysine residue can be protonated and become positively charged. These charged residues
can in turn interact with surface charges at a solid-liquid interface.
By using ES-IBD to deposit AcFA5 at the solid-vacuum interface, and drop casting to deposit
the same peptides at the solid-liquid interface, a direct comparison can be made between the
UHV and liquid environment.
2.1.1 Self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface
In this section, the inﬂuence of the solid-liquid interface on the self-assembly of AcFA5K
peptides is investigated. Negatively charged hydrophilic mica substrates are compared with
neutrally charged hydrophobic HOPG substrates, while all other parameters are kept constant.
Any difference in self-assembly behavior is therefore a result of the peptide-surface interaction
forces.
The peptides are dissolved in H2O and MeOH in a 50/50 volume ratio and subsequently
deposited onto the substrate. The solid-liquid interface is then imaged using high resolution
in situ AFM. Due to the low surface tension and vapor pressure of the H2O/MeOH solution, a
closed liquid ﬂow cell is used to both conﬁne the solution to the solid substrate and prevent
evaporation.
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curvature of the tip, it is expected that the actual width is slightly less.
The straight and rigid ﬁbers are much larger than individual peptides, and their uniform width
and height therefore indicate a speciﬁc internal structure. It is interesting to note that the
dimensions are clearly different from the peptide assemblies on mica, indicating that the
presence of a solvent has a signiﬁcant impact on the self-assembly.
It was previously found that self-assembled structures of AcFA5K at the mica-liquid interface
were found to be stable, both in situ and ex situ. Furthermore, no AcFA5K self-assembly was
observed at the HOPG-liquid interface. Surprisingly, Figures 2.7a and b indicate that ES-IBD
does result in AcFA5K self-assembly at the HOPG-air interface. Furthermore, the resulting
structures are markedly different from the self-assembled structures found on mica.
The following experiments are designed to learn more about these structures and to determine
their stability in the presence of a solvent.
The AcFA5K peptides that were deposited with ES-IBD onto the HOPG-vacuum interface are
covered in a droplet that contains 50% H2O and 50% MeOH. The HOPG-liquid interface is
imaged in situ using AFM.
In Figure 2.7c-d, in situ AFM imaging at the HOPG-liquid interface shows that the pre-existing
ES-IBD AcFA5K assemblies underwent a conformational change from a low conﬁguration of
7Å, as shown in Figure 2.7b, to a high conﬁguration of 2nm, as shown in Figure 2.7d. The
structures that are present at the HOPG-liquid interface have dimensions that are similar
to what has been observed at the mica-liquid and mica-air interfaces in Figure 2.2 and 2.4,
respectively. This strongly suggests that both structures have similar internal conformations.
As mentioned before, direct drop casting on HOPG does not result in AcFA5K self-assembly
at the HOPG-liquid interface. Therefore, the presence of peptide assemblies here must be
related to the ES-IBD deposition that preceded the addition of liquid. Although peptides do
not spontaneously adsorb to the HOPG-liquid interface, these results shows that pre-existing
peptide structures at the HOPG-air interface undergo a conformational change in contact
with solution and remain stable at the HOPG-liquid interface.
The fact that the peptide ﬁbers at the mica-liquid and HOPG-liquid interface seem to be
identical, makes it interesting to compare their dynamics as well. In order to probe the
dynamics of the AcFA5K assemblies at the HOPG-liquid interface, the surface is imaged
continuously with in situ AFM. The results in Figure 2.7e show that, in contrast to what has
been found at the mica-liquid interface, some of the rigid structures are mobile at the HOPG-
liquid interface. The main difference between the mica-liquid and HOPG-liquid interface is
the strong surface charge, and therefore hydrophilic properties, of the mica substrate. The
mobility of the peptide ﬁbers at the HOPG-liquid interface therefore suggests that the strong
negative surface charge of mica facilitates a stronger physisorption, compared to HOPG.
In order to determine whether the peptide assemblies at the HOPG-liquid interface are stable
ex situ, the solvent is removed through controlled evaporation in atmospheric conditions
over the course of several days. The resulting HOPG-air interface is imaged using ex situ AFM.
The results in Figure 2.7f-h show that two different kind of structures are now present at the
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HOPG-air interface. 2nm High rod-like ﬁbers, associated with peptide self-assembly at the
solid-liquid interface (2.7g), and 7Å high rod-like ﬁbers, associated with peptide self-assembly
at the HOPG-air interface after ES-IBD (2.7h). These results show that both structures remain
stable ex situ.
The results presented in this section used a unique combination of high resolution in situ AFM
to study self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface, and ES-IBD with ex situ AFM to study the
self-assembly at the solid-air interface. This enabled a direct comparison of the same peptide
in a variety of local environments, i.e. mica-liquid, mica-air, HOPG-liquid and HOPG-air.
The self-assembly of AcFA5K at the mica-liquid interface results in ﬁbers with a uniform height
of 2nm and a width of 5nm to 6nm, with an internal corrugation of 5Å parallel to the ﬁber
direction. These structures remain stable once the solvent is removed.
On HOPG however, the self-assembly depends strongly on the presence of a solvent during
deposition and re-assembly of the peptides. Deposition using ES-IBD initially results in ﬁbers
with a height of 6Å to 7Å and width of 5nm to 6nm. Subsequent exposure to solution triggers
a conformational change into ﬁbers that are similar to what has been observed at the mica-
liquid interface with a height of 2nm and width of about 6nm. When peptides are deposited
at the HOPG surface through drop casting with subsequent drying, the resulting peptide
assemblies are 13Å in height.
2.2 Internal factors: Charge and internal structure of the peptide
Self-assembly is governed by external factors such as substrate and solvation, which are
explored in the previous section, as well as by internal factors such as the structure of the
molecule itself. Due to their modular nature it is possible to precisely control the internal
structure of peptides.
In this section, the inﬂuence of the internal structure of the peptide on the self-assembly
behavior is explored. Both by directly changing the order and presence of the lysine residue
and by changing the charged state of the amine and carboxyl functional groups.
2.2.1 The presence and position of the lysine residue
At near neutral pH, the AcFA5K peptide has both a positive and negatively charged group near
the C-terminus. In contrast, AcFA6 has only a negatively charged group at the C-terminus.
AcKFA5 has both positive and negative groups, but at opposing ends of the peptide backbone.
In Figure 2.8, the self-assembly at the mica-liquid interface of all three different peptides is
presented. For AcFA5K and AcFA6, the self-assembly at the HOPG-air interface is compared as
well.
The self-assembly at the HOPG-air interface is identical for both AcFA5K and AcFA6. The
difference in coverage between Figure 2.8d and 2.8e is due to fact that ES-IBD results in an
inhomogeneous coverage that decreases towards the edge of the ion beam. Figure 2.8d is
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a 60° angle separation and both are about 13Å in height.
The observation in Figure 2.12 of a direct transformation from 6Å high ﬁbers to 13Å high
ﬁbers, strongly suggests that the 13Å ﬁbers are in fact composed of two layers. The next
section contains a more thorough analysis of this transformation, see also Figure 2.13a-b.
2.4 Proposed model for the self-assembly of AcFA5K
As detailed in Figure 2.1, the length of the AcFA5K peptide in a helical conformation is about
17Å, whereas the fully extended conformation is about 25Å.
The experimental data presented in this chapter clearly shows that individual peptides self-
assemble into extended structures. One of the most common structures for peptide assemblies
are β-sheets. They form when individual peptides, in an extended conﬁguration, are con-
nected laterally through hydrogen bonds between the N-H and C=O groups of neighboring
peptides. Depending on the conﬁguration of the side chains, a typical β-sheet adsorbed at
an interface has a height of 6Å to 8Å and the distance between two adjacent peptides within
such a β-sheet is about 5Å[138].
Another common theme in peptide self-assembly in aqueous solution, is the segregation of
polar and non-polar residues. This segregation drives the formation of micellar structures,
which can take the form of tubes, cylinders or spheres, depending on the geometry of the
peptides[50].
The AcFA5K and AcFA6 assemblies at the HOPG-air interface in Figure 2.7a-b and 2.8d-e are
all 6 Å to 7Å high and about 6nm wide. This corresponds well with two β-sheets arranged
face-to-face, parallel to the surface. The uncapped -COOH C-terminus is likely involved in
the previously mentioned face-to-face interactions, as the carboxyl group in one peptide can
readily form hydrogen bonds with opposing carboxyl groups. This is not likely for the capped
-CH3 N-terminus. A schematic representation of such a β-sheet assembly is given in Figure
2.13a.
Results presented in Figure 2.12 show that when β-sheet ribbons at the HOPG-air interface
are heated, their height doubles from 6Å to 7Å to 13Å. Interestingly, this is exactly the same as
what has been found for self-assembled structures of AcFA5K at the HOPG-air interface after
drop casting and subsequent evaporation of the solvent.
This suggest an internal structure that consists of two β-sheets on top of one another, as is
schematically shown in Figure 2.13b. Such stacked β-sheet structures have been reported
before, and are stabilized by formation of a hydrophobic core that shields the alaine and
phenylalaine residues[152].
The absence of such stacked β-sheets in Figure 2.7a-b, suggests that single layered β-sheets
occupy a local energetic minimum. The presence of a solvent (Figure 2.6) or increased kinetic
energy through heating (Figure 2.12) can overcome this energetic barrier and allow for the
formation of the thermodynamically more favorable stacked β-sheet conﬁguration.
The external dimensions of the peptide assemblies at the mica-liquid, mica-air and HOPG-
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is similar to the length of a fully extended peptide. Furthermore, the observed epitaxial growth
along the mica crystal lattice, suggests that the positively charged lysine residue binds to the
negatively charged K+ vacancy in the mica crystal lattice[132].
The proposed model in Figure 2.13c combines both the presence ofβ-sheet formation with the
formation of half-cylindrical micelles. The hydrophilic head groups are directed toward the
solvent, while simultaneously shielding the hydrophobic alanine and phenylalanine groups.
Initial adsorption is triggered by the interaction of the positively charged lysine with the
negatively charged lattice positions in the mica substrate. This is followed by the sequential
adsorption of additional peptides until a half-cylindrical micelle has formed.
When individual β-sheets of AcFA5K are considered, all positively charged amino and neg-
atively charged carboxyl groups are stacked. Because the backbone of the lysine residue
prevents these opposing charges from interacting, the electrostatic repulsion caused by the
close proximity of identical charges has a destabilizing effect on the β-sheet. However, by
adsorbing onto a negatively charged surface in the form of half-cylindrical micelles, the op-
posing charges are brought in close proximity to one another. This, in turn, stabilizes the
individual β-sheets and the micellar structure as a whole.
This model is consistent with the observed self-assembly of AcFA5K at extreme pHs in Figure
2.9. The absence of positive charges would make the C-terminus of the peptides negatively
charged, whereas the absence of negative charges at the C-terminus would make it positively
charged. In either case, this would prevent the ionic interaction between separate β-sheets.
Indeed, no ordered peptide assemblies have been observed at the mica-liquid interface at
either pH 1.52 or pH 12.6.
The comparison between AcFA5K, AcFA6 and AcKFA5 further stresses the importance of both a
positively and a negatively charged functional group at the same end of the peptide backbone.
Only then can both surfactant-like and catanionic properties be combined.
In the case of AcFA6, the peptide is surfactant-like due to the presence a distinct polar head
and a non-polar backbone. However, the lack of positively charged functional groups prevents
ionic interaction between peptides.
In the case of AcKFA5, the peptide has both positive as well as negative charges. However,
due to the placement of the lysine residue at the N-terminus, there is no distinct polar side to
the peptide. Furthermore, the ﬂexible nature of the alanine backbone makes it likely that the
oppositely charged ends of the peptide can interact directly, resulting in a globular shape that
would be incompatible with β-sheet formation.
During ES-IBD deposition, the peptides are initially positively charged. After adsorption on a
grounded and conductive HOPG substrate, this charge is neutralized. This prevents any ionic
interaction of the peptides and instead limits the self-assembly to simple β-sheet formation
as discussed above and schematically represented in Figure 2.13a.
However, when these β-sheets are subsequently exposed to a H2O/MeOH solution, some of
the amine and carboxyl groups are expected to be protonated and deprotonated, respectively.
Figure 2.7c-d indeed shows that ES-IBD deposition in combination with subsequent exposure
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to H2O/MeOH solution results in structures at the HOPG-liquid interface that correspond
with half-cylindrical micelles that are similar to what is observed at the mica-liquid interface.
In Figure 2.5e-g the H2O/MeOH solution has been removed through evaporation. The fact
that now both β-sheet ribbons as well as cationic half-cylinders are present is consistent with
the existence of two different self-assembly mechanisms. One that is stabilized by hydrogen
bonding and π−π stacking in the absence of solution, and one that includes ionic interactions
due to the presence of charged functional groups in solution.
Self-assembly of AcFA5K is readily observed at the HOPG-liquid interface after ES-IBD deposi-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.7c-d. This is not the case in Figure 2.5a, where direct drop casting is
used. This suggests a requirement of initial direct adsorption to the substrate.
At the mica-liquid interface, this is facilitated by the ionic interaction between the positively
charged lysine group and the negatively charged mica surface. At the HOPG-liquid interface,
with prior ES-IBD of peptides at the HOPG-vacuum interface, this is facilitated by the presence
of pre-existing of peptides inβ-sheet formation, resulting from the ES-IBD. At the HOPG-liquid
interface without prior ES-IBD deposition, neither mechanism is available and therefore no
self-assembly takes place.
Interestingly, the work presented here shows a surprising lack of fully-cylindrical micelles.
It can be speculated that the phenylalanine groups interact with one another through π−π
stacking, and as such would occupy a signiﬁcant volume within the half-cylindrical micelles.
This could frustrate the formation of fully cylindrical micelles.
2.5 Inﬂuence of metal ions on the self-assembly of AcFA6 and
AcFA5K
In this section, the interaction between metal ions and self-assembling peptides is investigated.
Metal-peptide complexes have gathered interest as model structures for metalloproteins,
which are often the most efﬁcient and selective catalysts available[130][131].
Combining within one system, the self-assembling properties of small peptides with the
functionality of coordinated metal ions[154], would open up possibilities for metal-organic
complexes in solution or immobilized at the solid-liquid interface. In order to combine
self-assembly with metal coordination, two approaches are explored.
From work done by Stearns et al.[22], it is known that metal-peptide complexes composed
of Na+ or Ca2+ with AcFA6 are formed in the gas-phase. By introducing NaCl or CaCl2 to a
solution of AcFA6, we aim to induce self-assembly of AcFA6-Na or AcFA6-Ca, similar to the
self-assembly of AcFA5K.
A different approach is to use AcFA5K, which already has robust self-assembling properties,
and include metal ions to this system. The metal ion Gadolinium(III) is chosen based on
its large coordination number of 8-10[155]. This means that Gd3+ can interact with multiple
peptides at once, possibly enabling the formation of extended metal-peptide networks.
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2.5.1 Self-assembly of AcFA6 in the presence of Na+ and Ca2+
Following the model as shown in Figure 2.13c, the self-assembly of AcFA5K at the mica-liquid
interface is driven by ionic interactions between the individual peptides, which have both a
positive and negative charge. In contrast, AcFA6 only has a negative charge and as such does
not exhibit self-assembly behavior at the mica-liquid interface.
In this section, it is explored whether the addition of positive charge to the AcFA6 peptide
will trigger self-assembly behavior similar to what has been observed for AcFA5K. Gas-phase
spectroscopy of AcFA6 in the presence of Na+ as done in the group of Prof. Thomas Rizzo at
the EPFL has indicated that AcFA6-Na and AcFA6-Ca complexes are stable in the gas-phase.
Extrapolating these gas-phase observations to the solution phase, it is expected that positively
charged Na+ and Ca2+ ions form complexes with AcFA6 peptides, which have a negative
charge at neutral pH. In the case for Na+, this would result in a neutral AcFA6-Na complex.
The double oxidation state of Ca2+ could result in either positive AcFA6-Ca+ complexes or
neutral AcFA6-Ca-AcFA6 complexes.
The self-assembly behavior of AcFA6, AcFA6Na and AcFA6Ca at 0.1mM in 50/50 H2O/MeOH
at the mica-liquid interface was compared. Apart from small globular features that are present
regardless of the presence of metal ions, there are no self-assembling structures visible at the
mica-liquid interface for pure AcFA6, AcFA6Na complexes or AcFA6Ca complexes. From this, it
can be concluded that the addition of positive charge to AcFA6 in the form of separate charged
ions is not sufﬁcient to mimic the self-assembly behavior observed for AcFA5K.
It is likely that the positively charged metal ions bind to the negatively charge C-terminus of
the AcFA6 peptide, thus forming globular complexes. This is different from AcFA5K peptides,
which are overall neutrally charged, but have distinct positively and negatively charged sites
that are physically separated by the C6 lysine backbone. This suggest that the the presence of
distinct positive and negative sites is required for self-assembly.
2.5.2 Self-assembly of AcFA5 in the presence of GdCl3
In this section, it is explored whether existing peptide assemblies can be used to capture or
incorporate metal ions, effectively creating peptide-metal complexes.
In Figure 2.14, AcFA5K assemblies are formed in situ at the mica-liquid interface through drop
casting of AcFA5K at 0.8mM in 50/50 H2O/MeOH. The AFM liquid ﬂow cell is then used to
replace the solution with 50mM GdCl3 in 50/50 H2O/MeOH. A sequence of images is created
using continuous in situ AFM and reveals that the added GdCl3 removes the pre-existing
AcFA5K assemblies. After about 1h, all assemblies have been removed from the mica-liquid
interface. The insets in Figures 2.14a,c show that as long as the peptide assemblies remain at
the mica-liquid interface, their internal structure does not change.
The observation that the presence of Gd3+ ions can remove pre-existing AcFA5K assemblies
from the mica-liquid interface, either suggests that Gd3+ directly interacts with the AcFA5K
peptides and as such interferes with intermolecular interactions within the assemblies, or that
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In 2.15e, an ultra high-resolution AFM probe is used to determine the internal structure of the
lines. Line proﬁle I follows the length of the taller lines and shows an internal corrugation of
5Å. This is exactly the same as what has been observed for the half-cylindrical micelles shown
in Figure 2.13c. Surprisingly, line proﬁle II, which follows the length of the shorter lines, shows
an internal corrugation of 1nm. This has not been observed in the absence of GdCL3.
Figure 2.14 suggests that GdCl3 either interacts directly with AcFA5K assemblies, or that it
replaces peptide assemblies at the mica-liquid interface. The observation of intact AcFA5K
assemblies in Figure 2.15 suggests that Gd3+ does not interact with AcFA5K directly, but
that, instead, the mica-Gd3+ interaction is preferred over mica-AcFA5K interactions. This is
consistent with the absence of alignment of the lines along the mica lattice, as seen in Figure
2.15c. The rod-like assemblies would not, in fact, interact with the mica substrate itself, but
instead form on top of a layer of adsorbed Gd3+.
Figure 2.15b shows that the line pattern, which is formed at the solid-liquid interface, is
deposited on top of the large AcFA5K bundles, which are associated with bulk formation.
This suggests a speciﬁc sequence of events, i.e. the adsorption of AcFA5K bundles from bulk
solution to the mica-liquid interface takes place before the formation of AcFA5K structures
at the solid-liquid interface. This suggests that the line pattern indicated by proﬁle II is only
formed when large AcFA5K bundles have already been deposited at the solid-liquid interface,
i.e. when most solvent has been evaporated and thus at extreme concentrations of AcFA5K
and GdCl3.
Line proﬁle I in Figure 2.15e indicates that the tall lines have the same internal structure as
the half-cylindrical micelles that have been observed at the mica-liquid interface and are
schematically shown in Figure 2.13c. The shorter lines are clearly different, with a lower
height of 1.3nm instead of 2nm, smaller width of 4.2nm instead of 5nm and a larger internal
corrugation of 1nm instead of 5Å. These structures have not been observed in the absence
of GdCl3 and therefore might represent AcFA5K-Gd complexes. This is consistent with the
conclusion that these structures only form at extreme concentrations of AcFA5K, and only on
top of Gd3+ that has been adsorbed to the mica-liquid interface beforehand.
In summary, the presence of GdCl3 affects the self-assembly of AcFA5K at the mica-liquid
interface. When existing AcFA5K assemblies are exposed to a solution containing GdCl3, the
assemblies disappear from the mica-liquid interface. In contrast, when a mica substrate is
exposed to AcFA5K and GdCl3 simultaneously, novel assemblies are observed. The speciﬁc
internal structure of these novel assemblies suggests the formation of AcFA5K-Gd complexes.
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2.6 Summary & Conclusions
Traditionally, ESI is almost exclusively used to bring large molecules in the gas-phase to study
their properties, usingUHVbased techniques such asmass spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy[21,22]
and ion mobility techniques[156]. All these techniques are limited in that they only probe the
gas-phase conformation. ES-IBD has been developed to extend the functionality of ESI to
include the deposition of large molecules at interfaces, where their collective self-assembly
can be studied[114]. To our knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst example of a direct comparison
between the gas-phase conformation (UHV) and the conformation of peptides within self-
assembled structures at solid-air and solid-liquid interfaces.
At the HOPG-liquid interface, AcFA5K peptides do not exhibit self-assembly. However, when
the same AcFA5K peptides are deposited at the HOPG-vacuum interface using ES-IBD, tightly
packed β-sheets are formed. Subsequent heating of these β-sheets enables the relaxation into
a thermodynamically more stable conﬁguration, composed of two stacked β-sheets. The same
stacked conﬁguration can be achieved directly by depositing AcFA5K peptides onto HOPG
through dropcasting with subsequent slow evaporation of the H2O/MeOH solvent.
When peptides are dissolved in a H2O/MeOH solvent, the contrasting hydrophobicity between
the non-polar backbone and the polar lysine residue and C-terminus, enables surfactant-like
behavior. Furthermore, at near neutral pH, the amine group in the lysine residue is positively
charged, whereas the carboxyl group at the C-terminus is negatively charged. These opposing
charges enable ionic interactions between individual peptides. At the mica-liquid interface,
the combination of surfactant-like and catanionic interactions drives the formation of half-
cylindrical micelles.
All these structures point to a building block that consists of an individual peptide in the
extended conformation. In contrast, Stearns et al. thoroughly showed that individual AcFA5K
peptides in vacuum have a helical conformation that is stabilized by the formation of hydrogen
bonds between the positively charged lysine group and the peptide backbone[21,22].
This means that, although spectroscopic studies of individual peptides under UHV conditions
can reliably be used to identify the structure of the peptide in that particular environment[21,22],
this conformation can be drastically altered by the presence of interfaces and solvent
molecules.
Numerous studies have addressed the inﬂuence of the substrate[157] or presence of speciﬁc
functional groups[59] on the self-assembly of peptides. However, this is the ﬁrst comprehensive
study that includes all of the above, and additionally makes an effort to probe the inﬂuence of
the deposition method on the self-assembly of peptides. Thus, it is possible to make a direct
comparison between self-assemble at the solid-vacuum interface (UHV conditions) and the
solid-liquid interface.
Results presented here have shown that the technique used to bring the peptides to the solid
substate, drastically inﬂuences the self-assembly of AcFA5K peptides. This indicates that a
rational choice of the deposition method can be used as an additional parameter to tune the
self-assembly of peptides at interfaces, thus promising an increased control over the functional
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properties at the bio-interface.
A novel and promising approach that has been presented in this thesis, combines ES-IBD
in HV with in situ self-assembly. Results have shown that the transfer of peptide assemblies
to a different local environment, can drastically alter the strucure, and therefore the func-
tional properties of the peptide assemblies. A comprehensive comparison between different
substrates and variations in the amino acid sequence, point to a direct relation between this
conformational change and the sequence of speciﬁc functional groups within the peptide
itself. This suggests that it is possible to program speciﬁc dynamical behavior through rational
design of the peptide.
Lastly, high-resolution in situ AFM shows that the self-assembly of AcFA5K in the presence of
GdCl3 is different from the self-assembly of pure AcFA5K. The periodic arrangement at the
mica-liquid interface suggests a structured arrangement of metal-peptide complexes.
These results indicate a straightforward, in situ method to achieve structural ordering of
peptides and metals. This is of particular interest because metal-peptide complexes have been
used to model the structures and reactions of natural metalloenzymes, a class of proteins that
is known for their profound catalytic activity and selectivity[131,158].
Because the results on the structure of AcFA5K-metal complexes has been obtained by using
high-resolution in situAFM, they are limited to the topography of the self-assembled structures.
Future work could therefore focus on complementary spectroscopic techniques like XPS that
are able to probe the chemical properties of these complexes.
A factor that has not been explored in this work, is the effect of the different solvents or solvent
compositions on the self-assembly of AcFA5K peptides at the solid-liquid interface. This could
form a promising road to further understand the self-assembly and conformational changes
that have been described here.
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Bacterial Surface Layers (S-layers) are two-dimensional crystalline protein layers that make
up the outer cell membrane of many Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria and almost
all archaea[60,61]. An electron micrograph of such an organism is displayed in Figure 3.1a[66].
S-layers are composed of individual proteins, which self-assemble into regularly ordered
lattices that can have symmetries ranging from oblique (P1,P2), square (P4) to hexagonal (P3,
P6), as can be seen in Figure 2b, depending on the originating organism[70,159].
The fact that S-layer proteins are the most abundant molecules in their respective organisms
points to a signiﬁcant biological importance and various functions have been ascribed to
S-layers. Although no single function is found to be applicable to all instances of S-layer
expressing organisms, structural integrity, permeability of the cell envelope and cell adhesion
have all been related to the presence of S-layers[160].
S-layers have been used in a wide range of applications, such as templates that drive
the ordered adhesion of nanoparticles[71–73], immobilization matrices for functional
biomolecules[74–77], adsorption matrices for metal ions[78,79] and even as coatings that in-
hibit the adhesion of cells[80]. S-layers can be patterned using top-down techniques like deep
UV radiation[161] to obtain a speciﬁc conﬁguration of regularly spaced S-layer unit cells[74].
However, because UV patterning cannot be employed in situ, this scheme is largely incompat-
ible with fragile organic proteins.
This limitation can be overcome by using a biomimetic approach such as described in chapter
4: In situ dynamics of protein self-assembly on block copolymer thin ﬁlms, in which inherent
properties of the self-assembling molecules are used to direct the self-assembly of S-layers to
speciﬁc locations.
In this chapter, different substrates are compared in order to elucidate the effect of sample
surface properties on the self-assembly of S-layers at the solid-liquid interface. Furthermore,
the nucleation and growth of S-layer at the mica-liquid interface is continuously imaged and
compared with theoretical models for the non-classical crystallization of SbpA proteins into
S-layers. This chapter contains the basics on S-layer self-assembly, which is used as a platform
for the chapters that follow.
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ex situ[47,66]. This robust self-assembling behavior enables their investigation with surface
science techniques like electron microscopy, as shown in Figure 3.1a[62,66] and high-resolution
in situ and ex situ AFM, as shown in Figure 3.1d. In this chapter, the self-assembly of the
S-layer proteins (SbpA) from the bacterium Lysinibacillus spaericus has been investigated in
detail using in situ AFM techniques.
For detailed protocols that describe the synthesis of SbpA proteins and recrystallization at the
solid-liquid interface, the reader is referred to appendix B.
3.2 Self-assembly of S-layers at the solid-liquid interface
As mentioned in the previous sections, S-layers and readily self-assemble on a variety of
substrates. In this section, a comparison is made between self-assembly of S-layers on mica,
HOPG and Si3N4. The SbpA monomers were puriﬁed from live Lysinibacillus sphaericus
cultures, following the protocol detailed in appendix B. Mica, HOPG and Si3N4 were exposed
to an S-layer growth solution that contains SbpA at 50μgml−1, 10mM Tris buffer at pH 7.2,
50mM CaCl2 and 100mM NaCl. S-layer self-assembly on mica is relatively fast and a 3h
exposure to the S-layer growth solution results in a full coverage, as shown in Figure 3.2a.
S-layer self-assembly at the HOPG-liquid interface is much slower and even an overnight
exposure does not result in a full coverage, as shown in Figure 3.2b. Overnight exposure of
Si3N4 to S-layer growth solution gives a full coverage of crystalline S-layers as shown in Figure
3.2c. The sample is imaged ex situ, because the small sample size of 4mm×4mm prevents in
situ imaging.
The results in Figure 3.2 show that the structure at the micrometer scale differs between
mica, HOPG and Si3N4. However, a high-resolution zoom at the nanoscale shows that the
internal crystalline structure of the S-layers has a 13.1nm periodicity within a P4 symmetric
conﬁguration, regardless of which substrate is used.
Figure 3.2a shows that on mica, the S-layer patches formed in two different conformations,
with the low domains about 5nm to 6nm in height and the high domains about 8nm to
9nm in height. N.B. realistic S-layer heights are measured in situ because the presence of
capillary bridges between AFM tip and sample under ambient conditions, i.e. ex situ, requires
higher imaging forces, which can result in deformation of soft materials such as S-layers. The
presence of these two different conformations has been reported and described in detail
by Shin et al. The energy barrier from adsorbed SbpA monomers to the high conformation
islands was found to be 1.6 kJ/mol lower than the barrier from adsorbed SbpA monomers to
the low conformation islands. In contrast, the energy barrier that separates the low and high
conformations is about 40 times larger, at 61 kJ/mol. The low conformation therefore forms a
kinetic trap that can be easily reached, but from which relaxation into the thermodynamically
more favorable high conformation is much harder.
S-layers on HOPG were found to nucleate and grow at a much lower rate, and consequently
could grow to larger sizes until competition with neighboring S-layer islands occurred. Fur-
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erage number of unit cells at the point where the surface is fully covered. R is the tetramer
attachment rate per unit cell along the borders of the existing S-layer islands.
Furthermore, S-layer nucleation has been observed well after existing S-layer crystals have
started to grow, which is incorporated in the model by multiplying the perimeter driven
growth model (Equation 3.2) with the number of S-layer crystals NSL(t). Through careful
consideration of the mechanism of S-layer self-assembly, as shown in Figure 3.1, a model for
the S-layer nucleation rate can be extracted. The number of S-layer islands depends both
on the number of high density monomer globules, Ng , and on the ratio with which these
globules undergo relaxation into crystalline S-layers, k2, i.e.
dNSL
dt =Ng ·k2. In turn, the number
of globules will increase over time, i.e. Ng ≡ Ng (t). Although the time dependency of Ng is
not exactly known, the most basic assumption that can be made is a linear approximation,
i.e. Ng (t) = k1 · t . The fact that only a limited number of S-layer islands can ﬁt within the
measurement volume is included as a factor NSL,m−NSLNSL,m . The number of S-layer islands over
time is then described by Equation 3.4.
dNSL
dt
= k1 ·k2 · t ·
NSL,m −NSL
NSL,m
(3.3)
NSL(t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
(3.4)
NSL is the total number of S-layer crystals at the mica surface, with NSL,m the maximum
number that is reached when S-layer crystals fully cover the surface. tc reﬂects the time it
takes to form the ﬁrst dense monomer globules (step I in Figure 3.1). k1 is the number of
dense monomer globules that form per unit time (step II in Figure 3.1). k2 is the ratio of dense
monomer globules that undergo relaxation into crystalline S-layers per unit time (step III in
Figure 3.1).
Shin et al.[165] found that during the conformational change of the S-layers, the coverage of
the low conformation followed a simple exponential decay. This is incorporated into the
model by multiplying the total coverage by an expression for exponential decay, as is shown in
Equation 3.6. The experimentally observed coverage for the low and high conﬁgurations are
thus described by the models in Equation 3.9 and 3.10, respectively.
dAlow
dt
=−Alow ·Rcon f (3.5)
Alow (t )= A ·e−Rcon f t (3.6)
Alow is the total area of the S-layer crystals in the low conformation and Rcon f reﬂects the rate
at which S-layers with low conformation relax to the high conformation.
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N (t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
(3.7)
Atot (t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
·NT,m · tanh2
(
R · (t − tc )
2
√
NT,m
)
(3.8)
Alow (t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
·NT,m · tanh2
(
R · (t − tc )
2
√
NT,m
)
· (e−Rcon f (t−tc )) (3.9)
Ahigh(t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
·NT,m · tanh2
(
R · (t − tc )
2
√
NT,m
)
· (1−e−Rcon f (t−tc)) (3.10)
The models from Equations 3.7 to 3.10 were applied to the experimental data in Figure 3.5 by
ﬁrst ﬁtting Equation 3.7 to the experimentally determined number of S-layer crystals per unit
area. The parameters NSL,m , k1×k2 and tc obtained from this ﬁtting were then used used as
ﬁxed input values in order to ﬁt Equation 3.8 to the total coverage of S-layers over time. The
two additional parameters NT,m and R obtained from this ﬁt were then used as ﬁxed input
values to ﬁt Equation 3.9 and 3.10 to the experimentally obtained values for the coverage of
the low and high conformations, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.5, the models accurately ﬁt
the experimental data.
This chapter shows how the self-assembly of S-layers can be manipulated relatively easily by
changing the substrate. Single-layer structures are formed on hydrophilic substrates, whereas
on hydrophobic substrates, a double-layer structure is observed. However, regardless of the
substrate, the unit cell of the S-layer remains the same.
Using dynamically resolved AFM data, it has been shown that the self-assembly of S-layers
can be separated into several processes, with distinct dynamics. The nucleation of S-layers
follows an exponential growth, as presented in Equation 3.7. The growth of existing S-layer
crystals can be described by a perimeter driven growth model, as shown in Equation 3.2. And
the relaxation from a low conformation to a high conformation follows a simple exponential
decaying function, as presented in Equation 3.9.
Furthermore, the high resolution dynamic AFM data presented here shows the beneﬁts of
this high speed in situ continuous ﬂow AFM setup. A single experiment has been shown to be
sufﬁcient to accurately resolve the dynamics of S-layer self-assembly at three vastly different
time scales.
It has been shown that S-layers retain their internal crystalline structure on a variety of
substrates, which suggests that it is possible to control S-layer self-assembly by manipulating
the properties of the solid-liquid interface. This has been build upon in the next chapter,
where the self-assembly of S-layers on chemically heterogeneous block-copolymer thin ﬁlms
is studied in depth.
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4.1. Self-assembly of PS-b-PEO and PS-b-P2VP Block copolymer thin ﬁlms
This reconstruction occurs after an immersion of the BCP ﬁlm in ethanol, a good solvent
for the minority P2VP cylinders and a bad solvent for the PS matrix[167]. This versatility and
tunability makes the BCP system useful as building block in a hierarchical bottom up approach
to nanofabrication of functional structures.
For the next stage, the robust self-assembling properties of bacterial surface layers (S-layers)
are used. It has been shown that S-layers form practical and easy to use adhesion templates
for proteins and nanoparticles alike[30,47,87,161,168,169]. S–layers are composed of individual
monomers that, through a non-classical pathway involving high-density amorphous clusters,
form highly ordered 2D crystalline structures, as shown in the previous chapter[162]. Genetic
modiﬁcation of the S-layer protein can result in the expression of speciﬁc allergens, with-
out affecting the self-assembling properties. In this way, regularly spaced speciﬁc adhesion
sites for functional molecules can be created at the nanoscale through an entirely bottom-up
approach[74].
This chapter shows the hierarchical use of self-assembling systems. BCP thin ﬁlms are used as
platform for the adhesion and subsequent self-assembly of S-layers as well as for the adhesion
and bundling of collagen molecules. The tunability of chemically heterogeneous PS-b-PEO
BCP thin ﬁlms enables a high level of control over the position and orientation of crystalline
S-layers. The self-assembly of S-layers can be conﬁned to the hydrophobic PS nanodomains,
with their internal structure unaffected and their crystalline orientation aligned along the
principal direction of the underlying BCP pattern. Furthermore, the total protein loading
at the (PS-b-PEO)-liquid interface is drastically increased compared to its pure PS or PEO
constituents. A comparison with physically similar, but chemically homogeneous substrates
such as reconstructed PS-b-P2VP BCP ﬁlms, makes it possible to distinguish between the
relative effects of chemical and physical contrasts within the BCP thin ﬁlm.
In situ FastScan Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), combined with continuous ﬂow conditions,
enables the dynamics of self-assembly at the solid-liquid interface to be tracked in real time
with molecular resolution. This is used to explore at the nanoscale the inﬂuence of chemical
vs physical conﬁnement in 2D protein crystallization.
4.1 Self-assembly of PS-b-PEO and PS-b-P2VP Block copolymer
thin ﬁlms
Figure 4.2 shows typical patterns observed in PS-b-PEO and PS-b-P2VP BCP thin ﬁlms. For
PS-b-PEO, hexagonal arrays of PEO cylinders oriented perpendicular to the substrate give rise
to hexagonal dot patterns with a periodicity of about 41nm. PEO cylinders oriented parallel
to the substrate result in the formation of striped patterns with a line spacing of about 55nm
and a FWHM of about 32nm. Note that these patterns were often found to coexist across the
surface of a solvent annealed PS-b-PEO ﬁlm, as can be seen in Figure 4.4a.
Cylinder-forming PS-b-P2VP BCPs were annealed in the vapor of tetrahydrofuran (THF), a
near-neutral solvent for PS and P2VP, resulting in the formation of substrate-parallel P2VP-
cylinders embedded in a PS-matrix. The surface of solvent annealed PS-b-P2VP ﬁlms was
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Table 4.1 – Molecular weights Mn , volume fractions f of the minority component and poly-
dispersity indices (PDI) of the homopolymers and block copolymers, as provided by Polymer
Source Inc.
Polymer Mn [kg/mol] fPEO/P2V P PDI
PS 25 - 1.05
PEO 10 - 1.05
PS-b-PEO, 43k 32.0-b-11.0 0.240 1.06
PS-b-P2VP, 27k 18.0-b-9.0 0.315 1.08
PS-b-P2VP, 43k 30.0-b-12.5 0.277 1.06
of molecular weights of the components. The periodicity is related to the absolute weight
of the molecules, with a larger period for longer polymer chains, and to the annealing time.
Especially for line patterns, the line width and spacing is increased for increasing annealing
times.
Reconstructed PS-b-P2VP Thin Film Patterns
Polystyrene-block-poly (2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) BCPs of different molecular weights and
composition (see Table 4.1 for details) were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. PS-b-P2VP
BCPs were dissolved in mixtures of toluene and THF at a 4:1 volume ratio to form 1.5% (w/v)
solutions (for Mn = 27kgmol−1 this was 1.0% (w/v)). The mixtures were then spin-coated
onto either a ﬂat silicon wafer or a faceted sapphire surface at 3000 to 4000 rpm for 20 s. The
faceted surface was generated by annealing M-plane sapphire from Precision Micro-Optics at
temperatures between 1200 ◦C and 1300 ◦C in air for 24h. Faceted sapphire substrates provide
directional guidance to the PS-b-P2VP thin ﬁlm, which results in a laterally ordered striped
pattern[170].
PS-b-P2VP ﬁlms were annealed in THF vapor at room temperature using a custom-designed
chamber[84], with a reservoir of THF located inside the annealing chamber. The degree of
swelling of a ﬁlm was controlled by adjusting the ﬂow rate of dry N2 into the chamber with a
variable area ﬂow meter from Cole Parmer to obtain a ﬂow rate of 150 sccm. The thickness of
the swollen ﬁlm was measured in real-time with a spectroscopic white light reﬂectometer from
Filmetrics. Swollen ﬁlms were rapidly dried by removing the chamber cover, which resulted in
instantaneous evaporation of the solvent in the chamber.
The surface of the solvent-annealed PS-b-P2VP ﬁlm was reconstructed by immersing the ﬁlm
in ethanol for 10min, at a temperature between 25 ◦C and 45 ◦C, followed by a thorough drying
of the ﬁlm with a nitrogen gun. The temperature of ethanol was controlled to within 1 ◦C with
a hot plate and temperature sensor.
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4.3. In situ dynamics of S-layer self-assembly on PS-b-PEO BCP thin ﬁlms
of PS, which means that the S-layer islands eventually extend onto the unfavorable PEO
domains.
The blurred nature of the substrate in the ﬁrst several snapshots is due to the mobility of the
adsorbed SbpA monomers at the solid-liquid interface. The darker spots indicate areas of low
protein adsorption and they correlate with the PEO regions of the PS-b-PEO BCP template.
The observation that SbpA monomers do not adsorb onto the PEO domains indicates a strong
preferential adsorption of SbpA on PS domains, in line with ex situ and in situ observations in
Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
The adsorption of SbpA proteins from bulk solution to the solid-liquid interface is generally
a much slower process than the incorporation of already adsorbed proteins into existing
crystalline S-layers. Growth of crystalline S-layers therefore occurs almost exclusively through
surface transport of SbpA monomers and subsequent attachment to existing crystalline S-
layers[162]. The difference in SbpA adsorption on the nanoscale PS and PEO blocks is thus
proposed as the main driving force behind the conﬁnement of S-layers to the PS domains.
In Figure 4.8b, the self-assembly of SbpA proteins on PS-b-PEO dot patterns is compared with
the self-assembly on pure PS and PEO. The total S-layer coverage and the number of S-layer
islands are compared independently, indicated by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The
experimental data is ﬁtted using the same models as presented in the previous chapter. The
number of S-layer islands is ﬁtted with the model from Equation 3.7. The parameters NSL,m ,
k1×k2 and tc obtained from this ﬁt, are used as ﬁxed input parameters for the ﬁt of the total S-
layer coverage. For the PS-b-PEO BCP substrate, the number of S-layer islands is well described
by the theoretical model, however, the total coverage is not well described by the model from
Equation 3.8. This is most likely due to the non-homogeneous nature of the substrate, where
the initial growth rate on the PS domains is different from the growth on the PEO domains
in a later stage. Instead, the experimental data is ﬁtted with the model from Equation 4.1,
which is still based on Equation 3.8 from the previous chapter, but incorporates two different
growth rates, i.e. R1 and R2. From the ﬁt to the experimental data, the relative contributions
of both growth rates, indicated by N1T,m and N2T,m , are 73% and 27%, respectively. This
corresponds very well with coverage of the PS and PEO domains, which is approximately 75%
and 25%, respectively.
Atot (t )=NSL,m
(
1−e−
k1 ·k2 ·(t−tc )2
2·NSL,m
)
·(
N1T,m · tanh2
(
R1 · (t − tc )
2
√
N1T,m
)
+N2T,m · tanh2
(
R2 · (t − tc )
2
√
N2T,m
)) (4.1)
A comparison of the total S-layer coverage over time (solid line in Figure 4.8b) clearly shows that
the rate of self-assembly is enhanced on PS-b-PEO, compared to its homogeneous constituents.
The enhanced rate of self-assembly can be either due to an increased rate of nucleation or an
increased growth rate of existing S-layer islands. In order to distinguish between these two
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factors, the number of S-layer islands is compared independently, indicated by the dashed
lines in Figure 4.8b.
On PS-b-PEO BCP thin ﬁlms, the steady state nucleation rate is ∼60 times higher than on
homogeneous PS. By dividing the total coverage by the number of crystals within that area, the
area per crystal is calculated. From this, the maximum growth rate per crystal can be obtained.
On PS-b-PEO, the maximum growth rate is ∼100 times higher than on homogeneous PS. This
shows that both nucleation and growth of S-layer islands is enhanced by about two orders
of magnitude on PS-b-PEO BCP thin ﬁlms compared to homogeneous PS, which is its most
favorable constituent.
Note that S-layers do not in fact nucleate at the PEO-liquid interface, but originate in solution
and adsorb fully formed on the PEO surface, see also Figure 4.6b. Consequently, the rate of
nucleation and growth of S-layer islands on PEO is not considered in the analysis presented
above.
Kumar et al. found a similar enhanced adsorption for large biomolecules such as
bovine immunoglobulinG (IgG) and ﬂuoresceinon isothiocyanate (FITC) on PS-b-PMMA
substrates[28,29,90,172–174]. Furthermore, the enhanced adsorption was localized to the PS re-
gions close to the chemical interface between the PS and PMMA domains, with the local
concentration inversely proportional to the distance from the PS-PMMA interface. This was
interpreted as a ﬂux of molecules from an unfavorable substrate with high interfacial energy,
towards a favorable substrate where the interfacial energy is lower. It was thus concluded that
the enhanced adsorption of proteins was related to the chemical contrast between the PS and
PMMA domains.
The observed difference in SbpA adsorption afﬁnity between PS and PEO domains indicates
a similar chemical contrast. And a similar enhanced SbpA concentration near the PS-PEO
interface is proposed. Given the high density of PS-PEO interfaces within the PS-b-PEO dot
pattern and the exponential dependency of the rate of S-layer self-assembly on the local
SbpA surface concentration, even a moderate concentration enhancement near the interface
would result in a drastically increased rate of S-layer self-assembly. Furthermore, the resulting
gradient in the rate of S-layer nucleation perpendicular to the PS-PEO interface will favor
parallel alignment of the S-layer crystals, because an orientation parallel to the PS-PEO in-
terface maximizes the number of nuclei per S-layer crystal that are located within the area of
enhanced concentration.
The experimental results in this study are therefore in line with an enhanced surface concen-
tration near the PS-PEO interface, as both an increased rate of S-layer self-assembly (Figure
4.5) and a preferential orientation parallel to the PS-PEO interface (Figure 4.4) have been
clearly observed.
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it is not expected that SbpA adsorption rates will vary over the surface.
Although the S-layer crystals are not conﬁned to speciﬁc domains of the substrate, an analysis
of the growth dynamics reveals that most S-layers exhibit a preferential orientation and growth
direction parallel to the direction of the trenches, Figure 4.9c. However, the low nucleation
rate on PS-b-P2VP substrates results in insufﬁcient S-layer islands to allow for a statistical
approach as is applied to the PS-b-PEO substrates in Figure 4.5.
4.5 Directed collagen self-assembly
In the previous sections, it has been shown that chemically nanopatterned substrates can be
used to control protein crystallization at the nanoscale. Such a bottom-up approach to control
position and orientation of individual molecules is of great general interest. Especially in the
ﬁeld of tissue engineering the challenge is to control the assembly of functional molecules at
the nanoscale, over macroscopic areas.
In this section it is shown that nanopatterned PS-b-PEO striped patterns can be used to direct
the self-assembly of collagen molecules. Collagen is the main structural protein in vertebrates
and collagen ﬁlms have been widely used as substrate to facilitate cell adhesion or as adhesion
matrix for speciﬁc collagen-binding proteins[175–177]. For this reason, a high level of local
control over the position and orientation of collagen ﬁbers is desired.
Self-organization of collagen at the solid-liquid interfacewas achieved by drop casting collagen
growth solution (100mM KCl, 10mM Na2HPO4 and collagen at 1 or 3μgml−1, pH of 4.1) on
top of a horizontally placed substrate, following Narayanan et al.[178]. The collagen (PureCol-S,
Advanced BiomatrixA) contains 97% collagen type I with a remainder of 3% collagen type
III at a total concentration of 3.1mgml−1. This stock solution was diluted to 36μgml−1 in a
phosphate buffer (10mM Na2HPO4, pH 4.1) and stored at 4 ◦C until further use. Previously
described PS-b-PEO BCP thin ﬁlms and freshly peeled mica (Grade V-1 Muscovite, Electron
Microscopy Sciences) were used as substrate and incubation took place in a sealed container
containing MilliQ water to prevent evaporation of the growth solution. Subsequent in situ
AFM imaging was carried out using the Dimension FastScan AFM from with FastScan-D AFM
probes (both from Bruker).
The adsorption of collagen to chemically homogeneous mica substrates was compared with
chemically heterogeneous PS-b-PEO substrates. The samples were exposed to collagen for
several hours and the resulting collagen arrangement at the solid-liquid interface is shown in
Figure 4.10.
On the PS-b-PEO thin ﬁlms, the collagen molecules assembled into bundles that were aligned
along the local direction of the underlying BCP ﬁlm. In contrast, at the same experimental
conditions, the collagen molecules formed loose bundles at the mica-liquid interface that
were relatively mobile. At higher concentrations of 3μlml−1, the collagen self-organized into
unidirectional bundles at the mica-liquid interface.
Based on this, it can be concluded that linearly patterned PS-b-PEO BCP thin ﬁlms can be
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This opens up new possibilities for the control of protein crystallization and patterning using
readily available and low-cost materials. In contrast to established techniques for collagen
alignment[177,179], the versatility of nanostructured BCP thin ﬁlms can provide local control
over the collagen assembly. This could provide macroscopic adhesion templates for tissue
engineering with local nanoscale control over the adhesion and migration of live cells[175].
The directed self-assembly of S-layers, in combination with genetic programming, opens
up possibilities for the bottom-up fabrication of high-density nanoscale scaffolds, that can
be used to periodically express speciﬁc binding sites at predetermined areas. This is es-
pecially useful in the ﬁeld of protein detection arrays and the functional enhancement of
surface immobilized enzymes, where precise control over density and binding site spacing is
important[172,173,180,181].
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ated process[43,182,184,188–190].
In nutrient poor marine environments such as the Bahama Banks, whiting events are
thought to originate through a re-suspension mechanism[185]. However, in nutrient rich
environments such as the fresh water North American Great Lakes (Figure 5.1), the for-
mation of CaCO3 has been found to coincide both in time and location with blooms of
cyanobacteria[43,182,184,188–190] and a biologically mediated mechanism is thought to be in-
volved.
The main mechanism through which cyanobacteria trigger the precipitation of CaCO3 is
thought to involve their photosynthetic capabilities. The synthesis of organic material within
the cells involves the uptake of HCO3 – from the aquatic environment, which is internally
dissociated into CO2 and OH−. The CO2 is used in the photosynthesis process whereas the
OH– is actively removed from the interior. This drives a pH increase in the local environment
surrounding the bacteria, which in turn increases the supersaturation of Ca2+ and CO32– with
respect to CaCO3[43,190].
Obst et al.[191] investigated the nucleation rate of calcite in the absence and presence of
cyanobacteria and under light and dark conditions. It was found that the nucleation rate
in the presence of cyanobacteria under dark conditions was still increased compared to the
reference where no cyanobacteria were present[191]. This suggests a passive mechanism that
facilitates the formation of CaCO3. It is thought that the catalytic properties are related to the
structural and chemical properties of the S-layers that encompasses the bacteria. Understand-
ing the passive role that S-layers play in the precipitation of CaCO3 could help elucidate the
archeological record of carbonate sediments[192] and open up novel methods of atmospheric
CO2 sequestration[42].
To further study the speciﬁc catalytic properties of S-layers, it is important that they are iso-
lated from the effects of the internal bacterial metabolism. This is done by isolating the S-layer
proteins and trigger recrystallization ex vivo.
In this work the formation of CaCO3 on S-layers is studied using a set of novel and complemen-
tary techniques. Structural information about the S-layer and the biomineralization products
is obtained by in situ AFM. This makes it possible to track at the nanoscale in real time the
formation of CaCO3 structures at the S-layer-liquid interface. In situ, as well as ex situ, X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) is used to provide a chemical analysis of the mineralization
products[193]. This technique is extremely sensitive to the chemical composition and different
polymorphs of the mineralization products[194]. Moreover, by maintaining a continuous ﬂow
of liquid over the sample surface at one side, and Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions at
the other[115,117,195], it is possible to directly observe the formation of CaCO3 under naturally
occurring supersaturations, i.e. far below the experimental concentrations that are obtainable
with traditional techniques.
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5.1.1 Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) as a transient precursor state
CaCO3 exists in several different polymorphs that have different crystalline structures[194].
However, Ca2+ and CO2−3 can be prevented from fully crystallizing by a number of factors.
For example, a very rapid nucleation and growth, the incorporation of other species or the
presence of a speciﬁc interface. What results is Amorphous Calcium Carbonate (ACC) that has
a non-crystalline internal structure.
ACC can form prior to the formation of Crystalline Calcium Carbonate (CCC), and this has
been reported in many biomineralization systems[35,196–204]. By using free energy diagrams
such as shown in Figure 5.2b, this can be understood as a lower energy barrier to nucleation,
ΔG , for ACC compared to crystalline polymorphs. Subsequent transformation to thermo-
dynamically more stable crystalline phases occurs either by direct crystallization[196,204], or
indirectly through a dissolution and reprecipitation reaction[33]. It is also possible that multi-
ple pathways to crystallization occur simultaneously[205].
Control over the stablity of ACC can proceed through conﬁnement[201,202]. When the curva-
ture of the conﬁning volume is of the same order as the critical radius of the nucleus, the
increased solid-crystal interface has a stabilizing effect. Alternatively, the presence of cavities
much larger than the critical radius of the nucleus can, under the right circumstances, inhibit
nucleation. This can be used to favor the transformation of ACC into a single calcite crystal, as
opposed to numerous small crystals[200].
Alternatively, the interaction with organic molecular additives or substrates can provide con-
trol over the transition of ACC into crystalline polymorphs through the selective stabilization
of a speciﬁc polymorph[206] or amorphous state itself[203]. Considering Figure 5.2a, this can be
seen as the polymorph-selective lowering of Δgs or Δgb . This will lower the barrier to nucle-
ation for that speciﬁc polymorph, as is shown in Figure 5.2a. Again, multiple pathways can
occur simultaneously. For example, ACC is ﬁrst stabilized using conﬁnement, with subsequent
crystallization controlled through the speciﬁc interaction with organic substrates[199].
The structural nature of ACC has been subject of many studies and numerous structures have
been proposed, ranging from semi-ordered[207–209] to fully amorphous[210] or even liquid-
like[211–213].
The notion of semi-ordered ACC originates with the observation of distinct ACCs that have low-
level ordering at length scales similar to the three dominant anhydrous crystalline polymorphs,
i.e calcite, vaterite and aragonite. This order could be related to the presence of molecular
additives as explained before. Alternatively, the speciﬁc structure of ACC can originate with
prenucleation clusters that have a speciﬁc structure related to the conditions under which they
formed. ACC then forms through aggregation of these prenucleation clusters and thus inherits
the structural properties of these clusters[207–209]. When ACC is completely amorphous, this is
usually attributed to the extreme supersaturations at which such ACC is often produced, i.e
the ACC nucleates at time scales that prevent even moderate ordering to occur[210].
Recent studies have predicted the presence of an ion-dense liquid phase within an ion-poor
solution phase, that forms through liquid-liquid separation[213,214]. When the nucleation of
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crystalline phases can be suppressed until the concentration reaches levels that enable the
decomposition into the ion-dense and ion-poor solution phase, subsequent ACC formation
can take place within the liquid-like ion-rich phase. Suppression of crystallization can be
achieved by stabilization of the liquid-like precursor states through a polymer-induced liquid-
precursor (PILP) process[211,215].
Both the presence of semi-ordered ACC and the presence of liquid-like states of CaCO3
have been related to the presence of stable prenucleation clusters in solution. However,
the observed stability of such clusters is in contrast with the metastability of the nucleus, as
predicted by CNT[207–209,216]. In the following section this will be discussed in more detail.
5.1.2 Prenucleation clusters
Prenucleation clusters are observed for the formation of CaCO3 from supersaturated solutions
of Ca2+ and CO32– [208,217]. Ion potential measurements indicate a negligible energy barrier
between clusters and free ions and as such identiﬁed these clusters as true solutes[208,216].
Aggregates of such ACC clusters have properties that are inherited from the consisting prenu-
cleation clusters. Depending on the solution equilibria that existed during prenucleation
cluster formation, these ACC aggregates crystallize into either calcite or vaterite[207]. This is
the basis for the notion of semi-ordered ACC as discussed before.
Theoretical work has been done in order to identify the nature of these stable non-classical
solutes. It has been proposed that such solute clusters are, in fact, liquid-like ionic polymers of
Ca2+ and CO32– [218]. Work by Wallace et al.[214] has taken this one step further and shows that
a dense liquid phase can coexists with an ion-poor solution phase and that both phases are
metastable with respect to solid CaCO3[214]. Simulations show that the coexistence of these
two phases results in liquid-like ion clusters that are similar to the experimentally observed
pre-nucleation clusters. It also corresponds well with with the observations of liquid-like
precursor states to crystallization.
An alternative and more classical description of prenucleation clusters revolves around the
inﬂuence of solvation layers around these nanoscopic particles and the water content within.
The rough surface of these particles is thought to disturb the structured solvation layers and,
in this way, reduces the interfacial free energy to the level of thermal energy ﬂuctuations. Fur-
thermore, the size-dependent water content of these particles results barrier to the formation
of ACC compared to its crystalline bulk counterparts at radii less than about 4nm[217].
5.1.3 Organic-inorganic interfaces
Interfaces can have a pronounced inﬂuence on nucleation reactions. It is known that neutral
molecules are often present in higher concentrations at interfaces, compared to charged and
strongly hydrated ion species. Recently, it has been shown that this is also the case for doubly
charged CO32– ions, which have been found to accumulate in the region near the air-water
interface[219]. Such a local concentration enhancement near interfaces could have signiﬁcant
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implications for the heterogeneous nucleation of carbonate species.
Furthermore, the presence of organic substrates are known to inﬂuence biomineralization[34].
It is known that certain charged groups can affect the nucleation rate. Special interest has been
given to polysaccharides, which have been found on numerous biomineralizing substrates.
Based on a systematic comparison of different polysaccharide species, the effective surface
charge emerged as the determining factor for the nucleation rate of CaCO3 through a lowering
of the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation[39].
The rate of nucleation depends both on a thermodynamic and a kinetic barrier to nucleation.
The latter of which is, among other factors, also subject to the presence of speciﬁc functional
groups at the solid-liquid interface. Preferential ion binding at the interface can affect the
kinetic barrier to nucleation and trigger the nucleation of ACC in place of thermodynamically
more stable calcite[220].
Adding complexity to the picture of heterogeneous nucleation at organic interfaces, it has been
found that the interaction between functional groups at the organic substrate is of importance
as well. Speciﬁc arrangements of functional groups at the solid-liquid interface can facilitate
better binding transport of molecules from the solvent to the interface, and thus lower the
kinetic barrier to nucleation. Important is that such emergent behavior, arising from the
interaction of multiple distinct and possibly individually less important functional groups,
can have profound effects on the total rate of nucleation[32].
Clearly, the heterogeneous nucleation at interfaces can greatly enhance the rate of nucleation.
By introducing a favorable surface geometry, this effect can be further increased. Speciﬁcally,
for the case of cylindrical pores, there is an optimal pore width that can dramatically maximize
the rate of nucleation[221,222]. The existence of such a maximum pore size is a result of two
opposing mechanisms that govern the total nucleation rate. The barrier to nucleation within
a pore will increase for a larger pore width, whereas the barrier to nucleate out of a pore has
an opposite relation to the pore width.
5.2 Guidelines for controlled CaCO3 formation
In natural environments, CaCO3 formation starts with the absorption of CO2 into water
according to Equation 5.1. From there, the now dissolved CO2 reacts with water to form
H2CO3 , which can then dissociate into HCO3 – and CO32– (Equation 5.2). Finally, carbonate
ions can react with calcium ions in solution to form CaCO3.
PCO2
[CO2](aq)
= kH = 29.76atm/mol× l @ 25◦C (5.1)
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The amount of dissolved CO2 depends on the partial pressure of CO2 in the atmosphere and
is governed by the Henry constant, kH [223].
H2O+CO2 (aq)H2CO3 (5.2a)
H2CO3H
++HCO3− (5.2b)
HCO3
−H++CO32− (5.2c)
Ca2++2HCO3−CaCO3+CO2 (aq)+H2O (5.2d)
Dissolved CO2 reacts with H2O to form CO32– through intermediates of H2CO3 and HCO3 – .
CO32– then combines with Ca2+ to form CaCO3[223].
Thus, these precipitation reactions have the counter-intuitive result that CaCO3 mineralization
results in an equal amount of CO2 formation[42,224].
Controlled nucleation at the S-layer-liquid interface requires exposure to precise concentra-
tions of both Ca2+ and CO32– ions. There are two experimental methods that can be used to
achieve this.
CaCl2 can be introduced to an aqueous solution which is then exposed to an atmosphere of
CO2, similar to the natural process of CaCO3 formation. In practice, this can be done by con-
ﬁning in a closed environment the Ca2+ containing solution together with solid (NH4)2CO3
(ammonium carbonate), which decomposes in ammonia and CO2[33]. This method is easy to
use and allows for a slow increase in the CO32– concentration.
However, in this process the CO2 partial pressure of the air is not directly controlled and will
quickly reach high concentrations. It is therefore difﬁcult to mimic low natural atmospheric
CO32– concentrations.
An alternative is to introduce CaCl2 together with NaHCO3 directly to the solution. This
enables direct control over the ﬁnal concentration, and the absence of solid and gaseous com-
ponents makes it compatible with a continuous ﬂow setup. An equilibrium with atmospheric
conditions can be achieved by imposing a continuous ﬂow, which connects the measurement
volume with a reservoir in contact with air.
Sample preparation
Depending on the sample size, a droplet containing CaCl2 is either deposited on top of the
sample, or the sample is suspended on top of a sitting droplet on a hydrophobic substrate
such as fresh paraﬁlm.
At concentrations below the homogeneous nucleation limit of calcite, these two methods are
interchangable. However, this is not the case once homogeneous nucleation takes place, i.e.
gravity will pull the nuclei that form in solution towards the bottom. In order to distinguish
between homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, the sample surface must therefore be
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facing downwards, i.e. be suspended upside down on top of a sitting droplet.
Alternatively, the homogeneous nucleation can be suppressed in favor of heterogeneous
nucleation by working at very small supersaturations. The ratio between heterogeneous and
homogeneous nucleation rate can be expressed as JhetJhom , as shown in Equation 5.3.
Jhet
Jhom
= Ae
(
− 1kBT ·
α3
het
σ2
)
Ae
(
− 1kBT ·
α3
hom
σ2
) = e
1
kBT
(
α3
hom
−α3
het
σ2
)
(5.3)
For a constant interfacial energy (αhom −αhet ), this ratio sharply increases with decreasing
supersaturationσ. At low supersaturations, heterogeneous nucleation is therefore increasingly
favorable compared to homogeneous nucleation.
In order to measure ex situ the mineralization products that originate at the sample-liquid
interface, the liquid containing the Ca2+ and CO2−3 ions has to be removed without interfering
with the CaCO3 present at the sample surface. To prevent any solution from drying, and in
the process create additional CaCO3 at the sample surface, the liquid is removed quickly by
absorption with tissue paper. The residual liquid ﬁlm is diluted by adding ultrapure milliQ
water, which is then immediately removed in the same manner. This procedure is typically
repeated three times.
Although bulk crystalline CaCO3 is insoluble and should therefore remain unaffected by the
washing procedure, it is possible that transient or more soluble polymorphs of CaCO3 are
inadvertently removed from the sample surface. For this reason, direct in situ observation is
preferable whenever possible.
5.3 Using optical microscopy to determine the nucleation rate of
CaCO3 on S-layers
Asmentioned in the introduction, S-layers are thought to have catalytic properties with regards
to the formation of CaCO3. In this section, the ability of S-layers to catalyze the nucleation of
CaCO3 is determined using nucleation rate experiments. These experiments are performed in
collaboration with Dr. Mina Hong and Prof. Jim de Yoreo (Physical Sciences Division, PNNL,
United States). The results shown in Figure 5.3 enable a direct comparison with other organic
interfaces[39].
S-layers are recrystallized on mica substrates following the protocol from appendix B.2. For
a more fundamental description of S-layer self-assembly, the reader is referred to chapter 3:
Bacterial surface layers.
The steady state nucleation rate of CaCO3 on S-layer is then determined by placing recrys-
tallized S-layers on mica in a custom-build liquid ﬂow cell and by exposing the solid-liquid
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interface to equal concentrations of CaCl2 and NaHCO3 at a steady ﬂow rate. The afﬁnity of
the S-layer substrate is determined by optically identifying the number of nuclei as function
of time[33,39].
The ﬂow rate is set sufﬁciently high, so that the nucleation of CaCO3 at the S-layer surface is
not limited by mass transport from solution. Furthermore, the samples were placed upside
down in the ﬂow cell to prevent homogeneously nucleated nuclei to land on the surface.
An inverted optical microscope is used to collect a series of sequential optical images from
which the number of calcite nuclei as function of exposure time can be determined using
general image recognition software. From this, the steady state nucleation rate J (number of
nuclei per unit area per unit time) is calculated.
Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) relates the kinetic, EA , and thermodynamic, ΔGc , barriers
to nucleation to the steady state nucleation rate J :
J = Ae
−EA
kBT e
−ΔGc
kBT (5.4)
Here, the barrier to heterogeneous nucleation, ΔGc , is deﬁned as:
ΔGc =Bα3het/σ2 (5.5)
αhet =Ccs(αcs −αsl )+Cclαcl (5.6)
B = f · Ω
2
kB
2T 2
with f = 4C
3
a
27C2v
(5.7)
With σ = ln[({Ca2+}{CO2−3 })/Ksp] the supersaturation of the solution relative to the nu-
cleating solid. Ksp is the solubility product and
{
Ca2+
}
and
{
CO2−3
}
are the activities for
calcium and carbonate ions respectively which are calculated from the molar concentrations
of CaCl2 and NaHCO3 using the software package Visual MINTEQ v3.1[225].
The total interfacial free energy αhet depends on the surface-ratio between the interfacial
free energies of the various interfaces, i.e. the crystal-solid interface (αcs), the solid-liquid
interface (αsl ) and the crystal-liquid interface (αcl ), as shown in Equation 5.6. Ccs is deﬁned as
the relative part of the surface in contact with the substrate, and Ccl is deﬁned as the relative
part that is in contact with the liquid.
The constant B depends on the shape and orientation of the nucleating crystal, where Ca is
a constant that relates the surface of the nucleus to r 2, and Cv is a constant that relates the
volume of the nucleus to r 3, i.e. A =Ca · r 2 and V =Cv · r 3.
A straightforward method to determine the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation ΔGc is to
make a linear regression of ln(J) versus σ−2, which, according to CNT, gives a slope equal to
B ·α3het . Thus, the difference in free energy between the substrate-liquid and substrate-calcite
interfaces (αcs −αsl ) can be determined:
αcs −αsl =
(
3
√
−slope · 1
f
· kB
3T 3
Ω2
−Cclαcl
)/
Ccs (5.8)
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nucleation of 234kBT.
As α3het ∝ 1/ f and ΔGc,het ∝α3het & f , in this analysis, the obtained barrier to heterogeneous
nucleation is independent of f and remains at 5.6 kT for any shape or orientation. However, it
follows that the difference between αcs and αsl depends strongly on Ccl and Ccs , and thus the
choice of nuclei shape and orientation. By approximating the shape of the nuclei as an equal
sided rhombohedral, αsl was found to be 345mJ/m
2 larger than αcs . This means that S-layers
strongly prefer to be in contact with calcite crystals instead of water and that this is the main
driving force behind the increased nucleation rate on S-layers.
An alternative assumption for the nucleus shape could be that, upon nucleation, the particles
are shaped like half spheres on top of the substrate. Using the same analysis for this alternative
assumption, f ≈ 28 and CcsCcl = 0.5. What follows is that the interfacial free energy of the solid-
liquid interface is only 111mJ/m2 larger than αcs .
Considering the porous nature of the S-layers, it would be interesting to consider the fact
that nucleation originates within the S-layer pores and as such creates the peculiar geometry
where the crystal-solid interface is larger than the crystal-liquid interface. Considering for
example CcsCcl = 2, would lead to the situation in which the solid-liquid interfacial free energy is
about equal to the crystal-solid interfacial free energy. In this case, the increased nucleation
rate would be solely driven by a reduction solid-liquid interface.
This short example shows that in order to have a good understanding about the underlying
mechanisms that drive nucleation, high resolution data of the nucleation events is necessary
to determine the shape and orientation of the nuclei.
In Figure 5.3a the nucleation rate on S-layers is compared with nucleation rates on various
polysaccharide substrates obtained by Giuffre et al.[39]. An increased nucleation rate on
Chitosan compared to Heparin or Alginate was explained by the near neutral surface charge of
Chitosan, which is unfavorable to water and thus favors crystal interfaces instead, i.e. αcs <αsl .
In case of Heparin or Alginate, their negative surface charge favors hydration, resulting in a
much lower αsl .
S-layers from B Spaericus CCM 2177 are charge neutral at the outer face while positively
charged at the inner surface with which it is bound to the bacterial cell wall[72,164,181]. This
orientation is mimicked by reassembling S-layers on mica substrates, which are negatively
charged[132] and thus bind the positively charged side of the S-layer, exposing the charge
neutral side of the S-layer to the solution. Following the same reasoning from Giuffre et al.,
this explains the enhanced nucleation of CaCO3 on S-layers through a large αsl .
Obst et al.[191] have studied the formation of CaCO3 on live cyanobacteria of the strain Syne-
chococcus leopoliensis PCC 7942 that express S-layers at their outer cell surface. Their analysis
suggested a lowering of αcs on S-layers, driven by Ca2+ adsorption by carboxylate and phos-
phodiester surface groups[191,226]. This was independently corroborated with chemically
sensitive force probe measurements by Obst et al.[227], which show that S-layers preferentially
adsorb calcium ions.
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Although the S-layers expressed by these cyanobacteria are not the same as the S-layers that
have been studied in this work, it is likely that the mechanism underlying the formation of
CaCO3 is similar.
Where the work from Obst et al. focussed on the absorption of Ca2+, the preferential ion
adsorption or accumulation at or near interfaces can also include CO32– , as was shown
by Lam et al.[219]. Smeets et al. showed that such preferential ion binding at interfaces
can inﬂuence not only the interfacial free energy, and thus the thermodynamic barrier to
nucleation, but the kinetic barriers to nucleation as well[220]. This follows as well from the
results shown in Figure 5.3, where the value of the nucleation rate at the y-intercept, i.e. at
inﬁnite supersaturation, is a measure for kinetic barrier to nucleation.
This shows that, although the underlying reason for the increased nucleation rate on S-layers
is not yet fully understood, there are several mechanism that can explain the experimentally
observed nucleation rates of CaCO3 on S-layers in Figure 5.3. Independent of the underlying
mechanism is the fact that the excess free energy for calcite nucleation on S-layers is excep-
tionally low. The resulting relatively weak dependency on the supersaturation means that
especially at low – i.e. naturally occurring – concentrations, S-layers catalyze the nucleation
of calcite remarkably well. These results therefore demonstrate that S-layers catalyze the
formation of CaCO3, even when removed from the in vivo environment and immobilized on
inorganic substrates.
There are several limitations to the technique used here, which should be discussed. First, the
nucleation rate depends strongly on the concentration that is used, i.e. the nucleation rate J
depends exponentially on the barrier to nucleation, which in turn depends inversely quadratic
on the supersaturation. This means that the direct determination of the nucleation rate at
low concentrations becomes increasingly problematic. For example, at naturally occurring
concentrations of 10mM Ca2+ and 3.2mM CO32– , the nucleation rate J would approach only
10 /mm2/day nucleation events. Secondly, the use of an optical microscope limits the size of
the observable crystals as all structures below the resolution limit of the microscope remain
invisible. It is therefore not possible to directly observe the shape of the CaCO3 nuclei in their
initial stages, which is necessary to understand the underlying mechanism that drives the
nucleation of CaCO3.
As discussed in section 5.1, recent observations of CaCO3 formation at the nanoscale have
reported both the existence of stable prenucleation clusters[207–209,214,216–218] and a variety
of non-equilibrium amorphous precursor phases[33,35,196–215]. This brings into question the
applicability of CNT when it comes to biomineralization at the nanoscale and simple extrapo-
lation of observed nucleation rates beyond the originally used range of concentrations should
be avoided.
To reach concentration regimes that more closely resemble naturally occurring values, the
high sensitivity of AFM and XAS techniques can be used. As discussed in section 1.1, AFM
can distinguish topographical changes on the S-layer surface at the nanoscale, both ex situ
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Table 5.1 – Peak positions of the calcium LII and LIII absorption edges for different calcium
containing compounds. With a2 the LIII edge, b2 the LII edge and a1, b1 the crystal ﬁeld peak
of each edge[194,203,232,233].
Compound a1 a2 b1 b2
Calcite 347.4 & 348 349.3 351.4 352.6
Vaterite 347.5 & 348.1 349.3 351.4 352.6
Aragonite 347.7 & 348.5 349.3 351.2 & 351.5 & 351.8 352.6
CaCl2 348.1 349.1 351.4 352.4
as well as in situ. The lack of chemical contrast, however, prevents direct identiﬁcation of
CaCO3 and its various polymorphs such as calcite, vaterite and aragonite[194]. The unique
properties of XAS, as discussed in section 1.3, make this technique sensitive to the local atomic
environment and therefore the crystalline structure of the sample. By combining the comple-
mentary techniques of AFM and XAS, it is possible to characterize the topography as well as
the internal atomic conﬁguration of mineralizing CaCO3 structures at the nanoscale and at
naturally relevant concentrations.
Using in situ continuous ﬂow conditions, the environment of marine lakes can be simu-
lated, while maintaining compatibility with aforementioned techniques. The concentration of
Ca2+ and HCO3 – in natural lake water is reported to be around 10mM and 3.2mM, respec-
tively, at a pH of around 7.5 and 10 ◦C[228–230]. This corresponds to a supersaturation σ≈ 2.4
relative to calcite and σ≈−2.4 relative to ACC[225,231].
5.4 Using x-ray absorption spectroscopy to measure CaCO3 forma-
tion on S-layers
The nature of X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) makes this technique extremely sensitive
and able to distinguish between different polymorphs of the mineralization products. The
fundamentals of this technique have been discussed in section 1.3.
5.4.1 Speciﬁcs of CaCO3 absorption spectra
The XAS spectrum of the calcium LII and LIII edge from CaCO3 containing compounds is
especially feature rich. This is due to the relative small energy difference between the LII and
LIII transitions in combination with pronounced crystal ﬁeld splitting, as detailed in section
1.3.1: Fundamentals of XAS. For the case of CaCO3 containing compounds, this produces a
very characteristic LIII and LII XANES spectrum as is shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1.
The sensitivity of the spectra with respect to the local environment around the absorbing
calcium atom makes XANES measurements a very effective tool to identify the crystal structure
of CaCO3 containing compounds[34,203,233–235].
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Table 5.2 – Properties related to CaCO3 nucleation for various concentrations of CaCl2 and
NaHCO3: The concentration of CaCl2 , the concentration of NaHCO3, the supersaturation
with respect to calcite, the thermodynamic barrier to homogeneous nucleation, the thermody-
namic barrier to heterogeneous nucleation on S-layers, the nucleation rate on S-layers, the
ratio between the homogeneous nucleation rate and the nucleation rate on S-layers.
CaCl2 (mM) 3.5 10 50
NaHCO3 (mM) 3.5 3.2 50
σcalcite 2.11 2.44 5.46
ΔGc,homogeneous (kBT) 518 386 77
ΔGc,S−l ayer (kBT) 15.6 11.6 2.32
JS−l ayer (m−2 s−1) 8.15 417 4.54 ·106
Jhomogeneous/JS−l ayer 9.80 ·10−219 1.60 ·10−163 3.50 ·10−33
Experimental procedures
The samples are exposed to three different concentrations. At natural concentrations (10mM
CaCl2 and 3.2mM NaHCO3), slightly below natural concentrations (3.5mM CaCl2 and 3.5mM
NaHCO3), and at high concentrations where instantaneous homogeneous nucleation is ex-
pected (50mM CaCl2 and 50mM NaHCO3). The values for the nucleation rate on S-layers and
thermodynamic barriers to homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation are calculated for
each of these concentrations in Table 5.2.
5.4.2 Ex situ XAS of CaCO3 on S-layers
Ex situ XAS experiments are performed to detect CaCO3 formation on S-layer substrates
that are exposed to various concentrations of CaCl2 and NaHCO3. The extreme sensitivity of
this technique makes it possible to detect CaCO3 at less than the equivalent of a monolayer.
Furthermore, the ability to discriminate between the various crystalline polymorphs of CaCO3,
allows for the precise chemical identiﬁcation of the mineralization products on the S-layer
substrate.
In contrast to the optical nucleation rate experiments from the previous section, XAS is not
limited by a minimum crystal size in order to detect the CaCO3 products. This makes it
possible to investigate CaCO3 formation below the nucleation limit for macroscopic crystals,
i.e. at naturally occurring concentrations.
CaCO3 is detected by recording the Total Fluorescence Yield (TFY) and Total Electron Yield
(TEY), as described in section 1.3. For samples measured ex situ, the TEY signal usually gives a
better signal-to-noise ratio, whereas for in situ measurements the x-ray absorption can only
be recorded by detecting the TFY signal.
Sample preparation
For a detailed description of the puriﬁcation of S-layers and the composition of the S-layer
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NaHCO3 or 10mM CaCl2 and 3.2mM NaHCO3, indicating that all Ca2+ ions are removed from
the sample during the washing procedure and none of it is immobilized at the sample surface.
When a Si3N4 sample without S-layers is exposed to 50mM CaCl2 and 50mM NaHCO3, the LII
and LIII absorption peak intensity is slightly increased. This indicates that now some calcium is
immobilized at the sample surface, i.e. not removed during the washing procedure. Although
the nucleation rate of calcite on Si3N4 is not known, it is expected that once the concentration
is increased to the point where even homogeneous nucleation occurs instantaneously, which
is the case for 50mM CaCl2 and 50mM NaHCO3, heterogeneous nucleation will take place
as well. This would then result in calcite crystals immobilized at the Si3N4 surface, which
corresponds well with the slight increase in the observed calcium absorption spectrum on
Si3N4 samples without S-layers exposed to these concentrations.
The nucleation rate experiments discussed in the previous section and shown in Figure 5.3
and Table 5.2, indicate a nucleation rate of calcite on S-layers of only hundreds of events
per m2 per second when exposed to 10mM CaCl2 and 3.2mM NaHCO3. This means that
for an XAS spot size of 100μm×100μm, only about 0.02 calcite crystals are to be expected
after 1h of exposure to 10mM CaCl2 and 3.2mM NaHCO3. However, from Figure 5.5a, it is
clearly visible that the intensity of the calcium LII and LIII absorption peaks is much higher
when S-layers are exposed to these concentrations, compared to the S-layer reference sample.
Furthermore, the main peak at b2 is shifted, from an adsorption energy similar to the bare
S-layer sample, towards an absorption energy more similar to the CaCO3 references in Figure
5.5b. Taken together, this points towards the formation of CaCO3 on S-layers during exposure
to even minute concentrations of CaCl2 and NaHCO3, which cannot be explained by simple
nucleation rate experiments.
Interestingly, when S-layers are exposed to 10mMCaCl2 and 3.2mMNaHCO3, a larger amount
of CaCO3 is present at the sample surface as compared to when S-layers are exposed to the
higher initial concentration of 50mM CaCl2 and NaHCO3. This could be explained by the fact
that, similar to what was observed on the bare Si3N4 samples, only concentrations of 50mM
CaCl2 and NaHCO3 trigger homogeneous nucleation. Instead of increasing the amount of
calcium at the sample surface, this actually has the opposite effect. Once nucleation of calcite
occurs, the concentration of Ca2+ and CO2−3 quickly drops to the solubility limit of calcite,
which is about 0.9mM CaCl2 and NaHCO3. This then inhibits the formation of CaCO3 at the
S-layer surface.
For the S-layer samples in Figure 5.5a that are exposed to CaCl2 and NaHCO3, there is no
crystal ﬁeld peak at position a1. At position b1, there is the presence of a shoulder, or, in
the case of S-layers exposed to 10mM CaCl2 and 3.2mM NaHCO3, a small peak. This is very
similar to the ACC reference spectrum in Figure 5.5b. In contrast, Figure 5.4 shows that all
crystalline CaCO3 polymorphs have clearly identiﬁable crystal ﬁeld peaks around the a1 and
b1 positions. This shows that the CaCO3 formation on S-layers at these low concentrations is
not in the form of crystalline CaCO3, but instead has an amorphous structure.
Gong et al.[203] have studied the biomineralization of CaCO3 on sea urchins with ex situ XAS.
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Their analysis found two distinct types of ACC. One type was characterized by the absence of
any peak or shoulder at the a1 position and a shoulder at the b1 position, and was identiﬁed
as typical ACC. The other type had no peak or shoulder at the a1 position, but had a deﬁned
peak at the b1 position. This type was identiﬁed as a transitional phase between ACC and
crystalline calcite and labeled dehydrated ACC (dACC).
In an effort to further characterize the difference between ACC and dACC, both compounds
were synthetically prepared by Dr. Alejandro Fernandez-Martinez (former researcher at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and currently at the Institut des Sciences de la Terre
(ISTerre), Université de Grenoble, France). Their spectra are shown in Figure 5.6. Interestingly,
both ACC and dACC are found to be unstable during x-ray exposure. ACC was stable for about
60min, after which the absorption spectrum started to change signiﬁcantly. dACC is even
more unstable and shows dramatic changes within about 15min. The initial XAS spectra are
characteristic of ACC and dACC. However, a detailed analysis of the peak shapes and positions
suggests a subsequent decomposition of CaCO3 into CaO.
Importantly, no such unstable behavior has been observed for any of the samples where
CaCO3 is present on top of S-layers. It can therefore be concluded that S-layers stabilize the
structure of CaCO3 and prevent it from decomposition during x-ray exposure.
In order to determine the amount of CaCO3 formation on top of the S-layers, an effort was
made to quantify the shift of the LII and LIII peaks from absorption energies corresponding
to CaCl2 (349.1 eV and 352.4 eV) to energies corresponding to CaCO3 (349.3 eV and 352.6 eV).
The peak at the a2 position was ﬁtted with two voigt peaks at 349.1 eV and 349.3 eV and the
peak at the b2 position was ﬁtted with two voigt peaks at 352.4 eV and 352.6 eV. The total area
of the peaks at 349.1 eV and 352.4 eV is related to the amount of CaCl2, whereas the total area
of the peaks at 349.3 eV and 352.6 eV is related to the amount of CaCO3 in the sample. The
relative contributions are indicated by the different colors in Figure 5.5c.
This histogram clearly shows how pristine S-layers have a spectroscopic signature similar to
CaCl2. This is most likely due to the porous nature of S-layers, which prevents the CaCl2 used
in S-layer preparation to be removed completely. However, upon exposure to Ca2+ and CO2−3 ,
the absorption spectrum starts to resemble CaCO3. With an increased concentration of Ca2+
and CO2−3 directly related to more CaCO3 formation.
In summary, these ex situ XAS measurements show that S-layers are able to both catalyze and
stabilize the formation of amorphous forms of CaCO3.
5.4.3 Continuous ﬂow in situ XAS of CaCO3 on S-layers
During the ex situ experiments discussed in the previous section, there exists the possibility
that during the drying process additional CaCO3 has formed or that structural changes in
existing CaCO3 deposits occur. To eliminate this variable, a liquid ﬂow cell system is employed
to track the evolution of CaCO3 formation on S-layers directly in situ. The absorption spectrum
of the calcium LII and LIII peaks is recorded as function of exposure time to 3.5mM equimolar
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Figure 5.7 – Recording of the TFY signal during continuous ﬂow conditions shows the evolu-
tion of the calcium LIII and LII absorption edge. Dashed lines indicate individual recorded
spectra, solid lines indicate averages of the preceding spectra up to the last average. (a) When
no S-layers are introduced to the continuous ﬂow, the calcium LIII and LII absorption edge
remains at constant intensity. The time interval between individual spectra is about 15min.
(b) When S-layers are introduced to the continuous ﬂow, the calcium LIII and LII absorption
edge increased in intensity over time. The time interval between individual spectra is about
10min. (c) Comparison of the average spectrum in the presence and absence of S-layers with
a reference spectrum of only S-layers. The intensity is not normalized so that the intensities
can be compared. (d) Histogram that shows the average intensity of the LIII and LII peaks
over time for the case where S-layers are present and when they are absent. Each histogram is
scaled so that the intensity of the ﬁrst spectrum is equal to 1.
concentrations of CaCl2 and NaHCO3.
The continuous ﬂow setup in combination with the high sensitivity of XAS makes it possible
to observe in real time the formation and immobilization of CaCO3 within the measurement
volume. The absorption intensity around the LIII and LII edges is recorded continuously
for several hours, while simultaneously a ﬂow is maintained at the liquid side of the Si3N4
membrane.
Sample preparation
Si3N4 membranes must be mounted at least one to two days prior to the start of the liquid ﬂow
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experiment. This is because the glue with which the membranes are kept in place must harden
overnight. After this, the liquid ﬂow cell is loaded inside the XAS measurement chamber.
Lastly, the pressure inside the measurement chamber is lowered to UHV conditions, which
can take up to 6h.
Due to the delicate nature of the Si3N4 membranes, and the likelihood that up to 80%will break
during this process, it was decided to load bare Si3N4 membranes and add pre-crystallized
S-layers to the solution ﬂow once the required experimental conditions were achieved.
The use of pre-crystallized S-layers in solution made it possible to remove all Ca2+ ions from
solution, prior to the in situ XAS measurements. The S-layers were crystallized in solution
following the protocol that is detailed in appendix B. After this, ultra-centrifugation was used
to remove the S-layers from the buffer solution that includes Ca2+ and resuspended in a new
buffer solution that contained no Ca2+ ions.
Discussion of results
When 3.5mM CaCl2 is mixed with 3.5mM NaHCO3 during more than 2h of continuous
exposure, no increase in the calcium LII or LIII absorption edges occurs at the Si3N4 membrane.
Similar to what was expected based on the ex situ experiments in Figure 5.5. From Figure
5.7a and the red histogram in 5.7d it can be seen that the absorption intensity at the LIII and
LII edge remains constant over time, indicating that no heterogeneous nucleation of CaCO3
occurs at the Si3N4 window.
Previous experiments shown in Figure 3.3 in section 3.2 show that pre-crystallized S-layers
readily adsorb to Si3N4 membranes. When the solution includes 200μgml−1 pre-crystallized
S-layers, Figure 5.7b and the green histogram in 5.7d clearly show an increase of about 60% in
the LIII and LII absorption edges. This indicates the formation and immobilization of CaCO3
within the measurement volume.
The average spectra in the absence and presence of S-layers, and the pure S-layer reference
spectra are shown in Figure 5.7c. Note the absence of any calcium absorption signal for the
pure S-layer reference signal. This indicates that all Ca2+ is removed from the S-layer samples.
Therefore, addition of S-layers alone cannot explain the increase in calcium absorption signal.
Furthermore, Figure 5.7c shows that the average absorption signal in the presence of S-layers
has an increase in intensity just before the LII peak, compared to the spectrum recorded in
the absence of S-layers. This corresponds well with the ex situ XAS results that indicate the
presence of amorphous forms of CaCO3 at the S-layer surface in the presence of CaCl2 and
NaHCO3. It shows that the observed crystal ﬁeld peak at position b2 in the ex situ XAS experi-
ments is not a result of the drying process, but is an actual feature of the CaCO3 formations at
the S-layer-liquid interface.
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ously for a period of 3h. The absence of clearly deﬁned crystalline facets and the spherical
nature of the particle suggests that it is composed of amorphous material, i.e. ACC. The initial
nucleus is about 100nm in diameter and appears within the timespan of one image. With an
imaging frequency of about 7.5min per frame, this puts an upper limit to the time it takes to
form a stable nuclei. Alternatively, the particle is deposited from bulk solution during this
time window. During the 3h period, in which the same area is imaged continuously, the
initial particle grows and develops from a single globular particle into a two-lobed particle. It
can be speculated that the gradual nature of this transition into two distinct regions is due
to a Crystallization by Particle Attachment (CPA) process where a secondary nucleation site
develops on top of the existing particle.
Interesting to note is that the substrate on which the particle grows is not consistent with
the typical structure of S-layers as is shown in Figure 5.8c for reference. This is evident from
the lack of distinct S-layer islands as is normally clearly visible at this scale for S-layers on
mica. For this reason, it is assumed that an amorphous layer of CaCO3 has formed at the
S-layer-liquid interface. This is consistent with the ex situ and in situ XAS data that point to
the presence of amorphous forms of CaCO3 on the S-layers, as well as with observations by
Obst et al.[237] of an amorphous aragonite-like layer on live cyanobacteria.
In Figure 5.9, S-layer samples are imaged after an 8h period of exposure to 10mM CaCl2 and
3mM NaHCO3, at rate of 5μls−1. After this 8h incubation period, the area shown in Figure
5.9a is imaged for the ﬁrst time. It shows the presence of globular particles on top of an
amorphous layer.
In Figure 5.9b, the same area is shown after it has been imaged several times. The interaction
with the scanning probe has triggered removal of a majority of globular particles. This is
consistent with the fact that such globular particles are unaffected and still present in areas
not previously imaged by the AFM, as is shown in Figure 5.9c.
According to the model for amorphous aragonite-like CaCO3 formation on top of live
cyanobacteria, as proposed by Obsts et al.[237], nucleation of calcite occurs on top of this
pre-existing layer. This is schematically shown in Figure 5.10a-d. This behavior has been
reproduced during continuous ﬂow in situ AFM measurements, as shown in Figure 5.10e-g.
On top of an amorphous layer, a rhombohedrally shaped calcite crystal is imaged continuously
over the course of several hours. During this time, the crystal is found to grow in size by about
50%.
These in situ AFM images unambiguously show that the mechanism that has been proposed
for CaCO3 formation on S-layers in vivo is also applicable ex vivo where S-layers have been im-
mobilized on inorganic substrates. S-layers therefore have innate catalytic qualities regarding
the formation of CaCO3 that are preserved ex vivo.
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5.6 Conclusions
Based on the nucleation rate data presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that S-layers
have catalytic properties regarding the nucleation of CaCO3. The low thermodynamic barrier
to nucleation results in a relatively weak dependence of the nucleation rate on supersaturation.
This makes S-layers especially efﬁcient at CaCO3 formation at low supersaturations.
Furthermore, XAS and AFM have shown that prior to the macroscopic nucleation of calcite,
a layer of amorphous CaCO3 is formed at the S-layer-liquid interface. Both methods haven
been able to detect this CaCO3 formation in situ at naturally occurring supersaturations. The
layer is amorphous in nature and is stable under extended continuous ﬂow conditions as well
as prolonged x-ray exposure.
In summary, we have used a surface science approach to investigate the catalytic properties
of S-layers regarding the formation of CaCO3 at naturally occurring concentrations. We have
shown that at these low concentrations, S-layers facilitate the formation of an amorphous
layer of CaCO3 and that subsequent nucleation of calcite crystals occurs on top of the layer.
It is thus likely that there is a causal relationship between blooms of S-layer expressing bacteria
and whiting event, where bacteria catalyze the nucleation of CaCO3. Here we have shown that
these catalytic properties are at least in part due to the S-layers at the outside of the bacteria
and do not originate solely with their internal metabolism.
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properties of S-layers with regards to the formation of CaCO3. Based on previous observations
reported by Thompson et al.[182], it has been suspected that S-layers play a role in natural CO2
sequestration processes where of CaCO3 is formed from dissolved CO2.
The ex vivo recrystallization and immobilization of S-layers at inorganic substrates enabled
the use of established surface science techniques such as AFM and XAS. Whereas the use of
continuous ﬂow compatible cells made it possible to investigate the formation of CaCO3 at
the S-layer-liquid interface at naturally occurring supersaturations of CaCl2 and NaHCO3.
By combining these experimental techniques, it was shown that S-layers indeed have catalytic
properties regarding the formation of CaCO3. Furthermore, it was shown that under these
conditions, calcite nucleation is preceded by the formation of a layer of amorphous forms of
CaCO3 at the S-layer surface. Nucleation of calcite on top of this amorphous layer was directly
observed. See also Figure 6.4. Therefore, the catalytic properties of cyanobacteria originate, at
least in part, from the speciﬁc surface properties of S-layers. This strongly suggests a causal
relationship between blooms of S-layer expressing bacteria and the appearance of whiting
events.
6.1 Conclusions
AFM and XAS have been successfully combined with novel in situ continuous ﬂow techniques.
Furthermore, ES-IBD was used to bridge the gap from in situ to ex situ environments.
This made it possible to obtain novel and unique experimental conditions, which were applied
to study the 2D self-assembly of biological molecules and their functional properties.
Various self-assembling systems have been studied in detail, ranging from simple peptides
to complex multi-component protein assemblies, which made it possible to elucidate the
underlying process that governs self-assembly. In turn, this knowledge was used to manipulate,
and ultimately control, the self-assembling process via a bottom-up approach. This principle
was successfully extended to include multiple self-assembling systems, where the emergent
properties of one system (BCP) were used to control the self-assembly of a second system
(proteins).
The catalytic properties of self-assembled S-layers were studied in detail ex vivo and the unique
experimental setup used in these studies made it possible to directly detect the mineralization
of CaCO3 at naturally occurring supersaturations. Thus proving that the mineralizing proper-
ties of S-layer expressing cyanobacteria are, at least in part, due to the functional properties of
S-layers.
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The phase transition ofmatter through the formation of small embryos of a new low free energy
phase β, within the bulk of an old high free energy phase α, is called nucleation. Equation
A.1 deﬁnes the change in the free energy, or Gibbs free energy, of a system. A phase change
from phase α to β that has a negative free energy change therefore indicates a total entropy
increase of the combined system and surroundings, and will thus occur spontaneously.
ΔG =ΔH −TΔS (A.1)
With ΔG the Gibbs free energy, ΔH the change in enthalpy or heat ﬂux into the system at
constant pressure, ΔS the change in entropy and T the absolute temperature of the system.
A.1 Fundamentals of Nucleation Theory
Intuitively, the Gibbs free energy of a solution is related to the concentration. Something
which is more precisely described in Equations A.2 and A.3 which relate the activity products
of the reactants of a precipitation reaction, AP , to the change in free energy, Δμ, of molecules
moving from the bulk of phase α to the bulk of phase β.
aA+bB + . . .+nN → AaBb · · ·Nn (A.2a)
With the actual activity product:
AP = [A]a[B ]b[C ]c · · · [N ]n (A.2b)
And the activity product at equilibrium:
Ksp = [A]ae [B ]be [C ]ce · · · [N ]ne (A.2c)
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Figure A.1 – (a) The opposing terms of the bulk and surface terms lead to a maximum in free
energy when the embryo reaches the the critical radius. Only then a continuing growth of the
nucleus will lead to a decrease in total free energy. (b) The free energy barrier to nucleation
can differ among polymorphs of the same material. (c) Variations in the surface free energy
with size can lead to local and global minima in the free energy diagram. A combination of (b)
and (c) can lead to a variety of reaction pathways.
The activity product AP is deﬁned as the product of the concentrations and activity coefﬁcients
of all the reactants. It determines the direction and rate of the reaction. The activity product at
equilibrium is deﬁned as Ksp .
Δμ=Δgphase β−Δgphase α (A.3a)
Δμ= kBT ln(AP )−kBT ln
(
Ksp
)
(A.3b)
Δμ= kBT ln
(
AP/Ksp
)
(A.3c)
Δμ= kBTσ with σ≡ ln
(
AP/Ksp
)
(A.3d)
Δμ is deﬁned as the change in free energy of molecules moving from phase α to phase β. It
depends linearly on the supersaturation σ, which in turn depends on the difference between
the actual and equilibrium activity products.
While the free energy of the new phase can be lower for bulk molecules, this is not necessarily
the case for molecules conﬁned to the surface, which carry an additional energy term. As
they cannot make as many intermolecular bonds as their bulk counterparts, these surface
molecules have a higher free energy. The difference between the bulk and surface free energy
per molecule is called the interfacial free energy. Because the free energy of the surface-bound
molecules of phase β is generally higher than that of the bulk of phase α, the interfacial free
energy acts as a destabilizing factor. Only when the free energy contribution of all the bulk
molecules exceeds the total free-energy penalty of the surface molecules, the pre-nucleation
embryos of phase β become stable. This size-dependent stability is called the Gibbs-Thomson
effect and is the reason behind the existence of a thermodynamic energy barrier to nucleation
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and the related critical size of the nuclei.[31,239].
A.2 Homogeneous Nucleation
For a simple nucleus, the critical size and free energy barrier can be derived from the relative
bulk and surface contributions, Δgb and Δgs , to the total change in free energy per molecule,
Δg , as is done in equation Equation A.4.
Δg =Δgb +Δgs (A.4a)
Δg =−V
Ω
kBTσ+ Aα (A.4b)
Δg =−Cvr
3
Ω
kBTσ+Car 2α (A.4c)
(A.4d)
Setting dΔg/dr = 0 gives:
rc = 2Ca
3Cv
· Ω
kBT
· α
σ
∝ α/σ (A.4e)
Substituting r = rc gives:
Δgc =
4C3a
27C2v
· Ω
2
kB
2T 2
· α
3
σ2
∝ α3/σ2 (A.4f)
With Cv and Ca depending on the shape of the nucleus, Ω the volume per molecule, σ the
supersaturation of the solution and α the interfacial free energy of the crystal-liquid interface.
The relation between the critical radius and the solution supersaturation derived in Equation
A.4e, shows that at sufﬁciently high supersaturation the critical size can be reduced to only one
molecule, i.e. the Gibbs-Thompson effect disappears and there is no more thermodynamic
barrier to nucleation. In this regime the transition of phase α to phase β is called spinodal
decomposition and is only limited by the mass transport of the nucleating species.
There are two major barriers to nucleation: the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation, ΔGc ,
arising from a change ΔG in the free energy as discussed previously, and a kinetic barrier to
nucleation EA that arises from a limited transport of molecules and energy from the solvent
to the interface between phase α and phase β. The rate of nucleation J therefore depends
exponentially on both barriers, as is shown in Equation A.5.
J = Ae
−EA
kBT e
−ΔGc
kBT (A.5)
The rate of nucleation J depends exponentially on the thermodynamical barrier to nucleation
ΔGc and the kinetic barrier to nucleation EA . The prefactor A depends on the geometric
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material dependent parameters.
The fact that the interfacial free energy appears as a cubic term (Equation A.4f) within an
exponential term of the nucleation rate shows the incredibly strong dependency of nucleation
rate, J , on the interfacial energy, α.
A.3 Heterogeneous nucleation
When nucleation happens at a solid-liquid interface, the molecules can form bonds with the
solid surface. As those bonds are typically stronger than the bonds with the solvent that they
replace, the interfacial energy associated with the substrate-crystal interface, αsc is typically
smaller than the interfacial free energy associated with the liquid-crystal interface, αlc . By
including the various interfacial energies, the total change in free energy per molecule, Δg ,
can be derived following Equation A.4.
Δg =Δgb +Δgs (A.6a)
Δg =−V
Ω
kBTσ+Ccs A (αcs −αsl )+Ccl Aαcl (A.6b)
Δg =−V
Ω
kBTσ+ A · [Ccs (αcs −αsl )+Cclαcl ] (A.6c)
Δg =−V
Ω
kBTσ+ A ·αhet with αhet =Ccs (αcs −αsl )+Cclαcl (A.6d)
Δg =−Cvr
3
Ω
kBTσ+Car 2αhet (A.6e)
Setting dΔg/dr = 0 gives:
rc = 2Ca
3Cv
· Ω
kBT
· αhet
σ
∝ αhet/σ (A.6f)
Δgc =
4C3a
27C2v
· Ω
2
kB
2T 2
· α
3
het
σ2
∝ α3het/σ2 (A.6g)
With Ccs the part of surface of the nucleus in contact with the substrate and , Ccl the part that
is in contact with the liquid. Ca is a constant relating the surface of the nucleus to r 2 and Cv a
constant relating the volume of the nucleus to r 3. αcs , αsl and αcl are the free energy of the
crystal-substrate, substrate-liquid and crystal-liquid interface respectively.
If αcs < αsl , then αhet < αcl , and following Equations A.6f to A.6g, both the critical radius
and the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation will be reduced compared to homogeneous
nucleation. Even in the case where the solid-crystal and liquid-solid interfacial energies are
equal, i.e. αcs =αsl , the total interfacial energy is still reduced by a factor of 1.5 (a half-spherical
nucleus on a ﬂat plane) simply because the interface between nucleus and solid caries no
energy penalty, i.e. Ccl < 1. This shows that in almost all cases, heterogeneous nucleation will
have a lower barrier to nucleation than homogeneous nucleation.
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By introducting a surface curvature similar to the size of the nucleating particle, half of the
surface of the nucleus is now in contact with the substrate and the interfacial energy is
reduced by a factor of 2. Indeed, theoretical studies suggest that the rate of nucleation in pores
is maximized when the pore size is in the same order as the critical size of the nucleating
particle[221,222].
The strong dependence of the nucleation rate on the total interfacial energy means that
the presence of solid-liquid interfaces can completely change the nucleation pathway and
dynamics compared to homogeneous nucleation.
A.4 Classical vs. Non-Classical Nucleation and Crystallization
The assumption that the nucleation and growth happens solely through the addition of indi-
vidual ions or molecules is called the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT). Furthermore, the
“capillary approximation” made in CNT states that the molecular arrangement of the growing
pre-nucleation embryo is the same as for macroscopic crystals, i.e. the change in chemical
potential for the bulk molecules, Δμ, as well as the interfacial free energy, α, is the same[31,216].
In contrast, by avoiding the “capillary approximation”, one includes the possibility of variations
in both μ and α as function of particle size.
A molecular arrangement at the solid-liquid interface that depends on the particle size will re-
sult in variations in α3 and (Δμ). AsΔgc ∝α3, (Δμ)2 these variations can result in pronounced
changes to the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation. Local minima in the total free energy
vs. size diagram then give rise to metastable prenucleation clusters, lowering the barrier to
nucleation compared to that of single ions and favoring Crystallization by Particle Attachment
(CPA). Alternatively, when the minima are global, the kinetically most favorable growth process
would depend on which barrier to nucleation is smaller. If the barrier from solvated ions to
the bulk crystalline phase is smaller, then classical nucleation theory (CNT) can be applied.
When the barrier from the stable prenucleation clusters to the bulk crystalline phase is the
smallest, then non-classical pathways will dominate (nCNT).
Furthermore, crystalline materials often have several stable or meta-stable polymorphs and
amorphous phases and the heterogeneous solid-crystal interfacial free energy can be different
for each one. This means that heterogeneous nucleation can favor one structure over another
even when in solution this is not thermodynamically favorable. Nucleation of the stable phase
occurs then in, on top or even completely independent of this metastable phase.
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Protocol
The individual SbpA proteins can be puriﬁed from live Lysinibacillus sphaericus, recrystalliza-
tion can then occur through addition of Ca2+.
In this section, protocols for ex vivo S-layer crystallization and SbpA puriﬁcation are detailed.
The protocolas are based on work by Norville et al.[62] and Rad et al.[162,165].
B.1 SbpA Puriﬁcation
The growth of a cell culture of Lysinibacillus sphaericus is a two-step process. First, a 20ml
seed solution is prepared, which is then expanded to a 500ml volume. After this, the cell wall
is puriﬁed.
B.1.1 Cell Growth
1.) Preparation of the growth solution (SVIII):
The growth solution that is required for the growth of Lysinibacillus sphaericus is prepared by
following the steps below:
• SVIII ingredients:
– 10 g/l peptone
– 5 g/l meat extract
– 0.2mM MgSO4 – Mw = 120.37 gmol−1 gives 12mg for 0.5 l
– 1.8mM sucrose – Mw = 342.3 gmol−1 gives 308mg for 0.5 l
– 7mM K2HPO4 – Mw = 174.2 gmol−1 gives 609.7mg for 0.5 l
• Fill a ∼2 l Erlenmeyer ﬂask with 470ml SVIII.
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• Fill a 250ml Erlenmeyer ﬂask with 18.8ml SVIII.
• Close off the Erlenmeyers with aluminum foil, then place both in an autoclave set to
121 ◦C for about 50min.
• Leave to cool to room temperature for about 1.5 h.
Simultaneously, the following solutions can be prepared:
• 17mM glucose (Mw = 180.16 gmol−1)
• 50mM HEPES at pH 7.2
• 50mM Tris, pH 7.2 (Keep the solution cold by placing it in an ice bath or refrigerator.)
• 10% Triton X-100 (Thermo Scientiﬁc, # 28314)
• 1M HEPES at pH 7.2 (Use ﬁlter sterilization.) – A minimum of 26ml for 500ml ﬁnal
culture.
• 1.67M glucose (Use ﬁlter sterilization.) – A minimum of 5.2ml for 500ml ﬁnal culture.
2.) Preparation of the 20ml seed solution:
Get the sterilized 250ml Erlenmeyer with 18.8ml SVIII from step 1 and follow the steps below:
• Add 1.0ml of 1M HEPES at pH 7.2
• Add 0.20ml of 1.67M glucose
• Combine this solution with scrapings from a glycerol stock of Lysinibacillus sphaericus.
The glycerol stock has been prepared by growing Lysinibacillus sphaericus overnight
(∼16h) in SVIII medium. 1ml is extracted, and 250μl of 80% glycerol is added. After a
1h inoculation period, the glycerol stock is placed in a −80 ◦C freezer.
• The Erlenmeyer is closed with aluminum foil and placed in a 32 ◦C environment for
about 16h.
• After a 16h period, the culture has become cloudy.
3.) The 20ml seed solution is expanded to a 500ml culture:
Take the ∼2 l Erlenmeyer ﬂask with 470ml SVIII from step 1 and follow the steps below:
• Add the solution of the 250ml Erlenmeyer from step 2.
• Add 25ml of 1M HEPES at pH 7.2
• Add 5ml of 1.67M glucose
• Leave for about 6h to 7h at 32 ◦C until it reaches an optical density (OD600) of∼0.7 to 1.0.
(The important aspect is that the growth medium has become cloudy due to bacteria
growth.)
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• Centrifuge the solution at 15000×g at 4 ◦C for 20min. (Beckman JLA 8.1 Fixed-angle
Rotor.)
• Re-suspend each pellet in 30ml solution containing 50mM Tris at pH 7.2 and transfer it
to an Oakridge Tube.
• Centrifuge the resulting solution at 16000×g at 4 ◦C for 15min. (Beckman Coulter JA-20
Fixed-Angle Rotor)
• Measure the weight of the wet cell pellet and discard the supernatant.
• When the cell wall puriﬁcation is postponed to a later time, store the cell pellet at−80 ◦C.
B.1.2 Protein Puriﬁcation
1.) Lysing of cells:
• Re-suspend the cell pellets in 28ml of 50mM Tris at pH 7.2, which is kept cold. (28ml
Will work for up to 8 g of cell material. For more than 8g, add the buffer in a ratio of
100 g cell material to 350ml buffer.)
• Lyse the suspended cells in ice by sonication with 2 s pulses and 2 s pauses at an output
power ∼21W. (This corresponds to power level 7 for a Misonix sonicator 3000.) Repeat
this procedure three times with a 1min cooling period between each cycle.
An alternative and preferred Lysis method uses the EmulsiFlex-C3 homogenizer from
Avestin. The cells are passed 3 times through the system at a pressure of 20000psi
(1.4 kbar) and with a cooling loop through an ice bath.
• When Lysed, centrifuge the cells at 28000×g at 4 ◦C for 15min. (Beckman Coulter JA-20
Fixed-Angle Rotor)
2.) Puriﬁcation of cell wall:
• Use a disposable plastic spatula to separate the cell wall (the white outer ring of the
pellet) from the unbroken cells (the tan inner ring).
• Add 18ml of Tris at pH 7.2
• Sonicate the solution in an ice bath for ∼1min with 1 s pulses separated by 1 s pauses.
• Add 1.8ml of 10% Triton X-100
• Stir the solution for 10min at room temperature at 300 rpm (The suspension is initially
pale pink and becomes white cloudy as it is washed).
• Spin the suspension at 40000×g for 10min at 4 ◦C. (Beckman Coulter JA-20 Fixed-Angle
Rotor)
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This puriﬁcation procedure is repeated four to ﬁve times, see also Figure B.2. The ﬁnal pellet is
the puriﬁed cell wall and can be store at −20 ◦C until the next step.
3.) Denaturing of puriﬁed cell wall:
• The pellet containing the puriﬁed cell walls is dissolved in 10ml of 50mM Tris at pH
7.2 and 5M Guanidium Chloride (CH6ClN3). This is then incubated for 30min at room
temperature while slowly shaking.
• The resulting solution is centrifuged at 100000×g at 4 ◦C for 45min. (SW28Ti rotor,
Beckman coulter, Optima L-100XP)
• The supernatant is decanted and dialyzed against 2 l of deionized water at 4 ◦C for 2h.
Place the dialysis tube into 2 l fresh deionized water after every 40min.
• The ﬁnal solution (∼12ml) is centrifuged again at 100000×g at 4 ◦C for 30min.
4.) Measuring the concentration:
The concentration is determined using a visible light absorption measurement, as is shown in
Figure B.1. The concentration of SbpA is then calculated using Beer’s law and the absorption
coefﬁcient for SbpA at a wavelength of 280nm, Equation B.1a[240].
By following this protocol, usually a concentration of 1.5mgml−1 to 2.0mgml−1 is obtained. In
order to reduce aggregation and for consistency, the concentration is adjusted to∼1.5mgml−1
A = ε · c · l (B.1a)

280 = 0.5978/(mg/ml)/cm (B.1b)
Beer’s law relates the absorption, A, to the concentration, c , and optical path length, l , through
the absorption coefﬁcient, ε[240]. For SbpA proteins from the Lysinibacillus sphaericus, the
absorption coefﬁcient at a wavelength of 280nm (ε280) is known and can be used to determine
the concentration by measuring the absorption and optical path length.
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Figure B.1 – The absorbance of a solution that contains SbpA proteins and a reference so-
lution that only contains deionized water. The absorbance of water is set to zero so that
the absorbance of the solution that contains SbpA only depends on the protein concentra-
tion. Equation B.1a can be used to determine the concentration of SbpA. The SbpA protein
has a strong absorption around 280nm, contaminants like DNA or aggregates have absorp-
tion peaks around 260nm and 340nm respectively. A260/A280 = 0.6 indicates very little DNA
contamination, A340/A280 < 0.05 indicates little scattering and therefore few aggregates.
Figure B.2 – Gel electrophoresis taken at difference steps in the SbpA protocol. 1.) The
crude cell lysate. 2.) The ﬁrst wash before centrifugation. 3.) The ﬁrst supernatant. 4.) The
second wash before centrifugation. 5.) The second supernatant. 6.) The third wash before
centrifugation. 7.) The third supernatant. 8.) The ﬁnal wash before centrifugation. 9.) The
ﬁnal supernatant. 10.) 5μg BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) reference. It is clear that after four
washes, the supernatant contains few contaminants, indicating that the cell wall is sufﬁciently
puriﬁed.
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B.2 Ex vivo S-layer Crystallization
S-layers can be recrystallized ex vivo from previously puriﬁed SbpA monomers. Based on the
concentration of SbpA used in this procedure, the S-layers either form immobilized on the
surface or also free ﬂoating in solution.
For immobilized S-layers the following protocol is used, based on in-situ AFM S-layer mea-
surements by Chung et al.[162].
• Prepare SbpA at a concentration of 50μgml−1 in a buffer solution containing:
– 50mM CaCl2
– 100mM NaCl2
– 10mM Tris at pH 7.2
• A drop is placed on the sample surface and left to incubate for ∼5h.
When a mica substrate is used, it is preferred to use an incubation time of at least 10h. This
in order to allow the monocrystalline S-layer domains to relax to a thermodynamically
stable state[165].
• To remove excess SbpA protein and possible S-layers that have formed in solution, the
drop on the surface is replaces by milliQ water for several times.
In some instances, a higher concentration of S-layers is required. This can be achieved by
crystallizing S-layers free ﬂoating in solution and subsequently centrifuging them to a pellet,
which can be dissolved in a smaller volume to increase the concentration.
• Prepare SbpA at a concentration of up to 1mgml−1 in a buffer solution containing:
– 50mM CaCl2
– 100mM NaCl2
– 10mM Tris at pH 7.2
• Let the solution incubate overnight, the solution will turn slightly opaque during S-layer
crystallization.
• Centrifuge the resulting solution at 20000×g for 10min. (General eppendorf tabletop
centrifuge.)
• Discard the supernatant and redissolve the S-layer to obtain the desired concentration.
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C Self-assembly of gas molecules at the
HOPG-liquid interface
Figure 2.5 from chapter 2: Self-assembly of small peptides at the solid-liquid and solid-vacuum
interface shows the HOPG-liquid interface in 50% H2O and 50% MeOH. In Figure 2.5a AcFA5K
is present at 0.8mM whereas in Figure 2.5b no peptides are present. The fact that regular line
patterns are observed in both cases rules out the possibility that these lines are composed of
AcFA5K peptides.
As discussed in section 2.1.1, similar line patterns at the HOPG surface have been reported in
a number of research papers[143–150] and are thought to be a result of dissolved gas molecules
that self-assemble into regular structures at the solid-liquid interface.
Additional experimental data on this phenomenon is presented in Figure C.1. There are two
sets of features that are worth noting.
In Figure C.1a, the presence of a parallel line patterns similar to what is seen in Figure 2.5 are
again observed. However, in this experiment, different areas are found to have line patterns
with different periodicity and orientation, i.e. 4.1 nm at 158°, 4.7 nm at 158° + 30° and 5.3nm
at 158°+ 60°. Interestingly, the periodicities vary with exactly 6Å, whereas the angles vary with
exactly 30°.
In Figure C.1b, a 2D non-structured layer is seen to grow over time. It exist simultaneously
with the periodic structures in Figure C.1a and has a height of about 7Å above the underlying
substrate.
A comparison with results published by Lu et al.[146] shows that similar structures have been
observed at the HOPG-H2O interface and were attributed to the adsorption of N2 molecules
at the HOPG-liquid interface. Furthermore, the presence of varying periodicities for differ-
ent orientations was attributed to a tip anisotropy that resulted in a different tip-interaction
proﬁle in each direction. This is consistent with the fact that high imaging resolutions re-
sulting from exceptionally sharp AFM probes, as shown in Figure 2.5, resulted in the same
observed periodicity for all patterns. In contrast, lower resolutions, which are probably due to
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D AFM Probes
Table D.1 – Speciﬁcations of AFM probes used in this work.
Probe Name, Spring Resonance Radius of
Manufacturer Imaging Mode Constant Frequency Curvature
(N/m) in Air (kHz) (nm)
FastScan-A, Bruker air/liq. – TM 18 1400 5
FastScan-B, Bruker air/liq. – TM 1.8 450 5
FastScan-C, Bruker air/liq. – TM, PFM 0.8 300 5
FastScan-D, Bruker air/liq. – TM, PFM 0.25 200 5
ScanAsyst-Air, Bruker air – PFM 0.4 70 2
ScanAsyst-Air-HR, Bruker air – PFM 0.4 130 2
ScanAsyst-Fluid, Bruker liq. – PFM 0.7 150 20
ScanAsyst-Fluid+, Bruker liq. – PFM 0.7 150 2
PeakForce-HIRS-F-A, Bruker air/liq. – PFM 0.35 165 1
PeakForce-HIRS-F-B, Bruker air/liq. – PFM 0.12 100 1
SNL-A, Bruker air – TM, PFM 0.35 65 2
SNL-B, Bruker liq. – CM, PFM 0.12 23 2
SNL-C, Bruker liq. – TM, PFM 0.24 56 2
SNL-D, Bruker liq. – CM 0.06 18 2
MSNL-C, Bruker liq. – CM 0.01 7 2
Tespa, Bruker air – TM, PFM 42 320 8
NCLR, NanoWorld air – TM 42 320 8
NCHR, NanoWorld air – TM 48 190 8
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